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1 Background

In September 2009, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) received the RTCA’s Task Force 5 Final Report on Mid-Term NextGen Implementation containing recommendations concerning the top priorities for the implementation of NextGen initiatives. A key component of the RTCA recommendations is the formation of teams leveraging FAA and Industry Performance Based Navigation (PBN) expertise and experience to expedite implementation of optimized airspace and procedures.

Optimization of Airspace and Procedures in the Metroplex (OAPM) is a systematic, integrated, and expedited approach to implementing PBN procedures and associated airspace changes. OAPM was developed in direct response to the recommendations from RTCA’s Task Force 5 on the quality, timeliness, and scope of metroplex solutions.

OAPM focuses on a geographic area, rather than a single airport. This approach considers multiple airports and the airspace surrounding a metropolitan area, including all types of operations, as well as connectivity with other metroplexes. OAPM projects will have an expedited life-cycle of approximately three years from planning to implementation.

The expedited timeline of OAPM projects centers on two types of collaborative teams:

- OAPM Study Teams (OSTs) provide a comprehensive but expeditious front-end strategic look at each major metroplex.

- Using the results of the OSTs, Design and Implementation (D&I) Teams provide a systematic, effective approach to the design, evaluation and implementation of PBN-optimized airspace and procedures.
2 Purpose of Southern California Team Effort

The principle objective of the Southern California OST is to identify operational issues and propose PBN procedures and/or airspace modifications in order to address them. This OAPM project for the Southern California Metroplex seeks to optimize and add efficiency to the operations of the area. These efficiencies include making better use of existing aircraft equipage by adding Area Navigation (RNAV) procedures, optimizing descent and climb profiles to eliminate or reduce level-offs, creating diverging departure paths that will get aircraft off the ground and on course to their destination faster, and adding more direct high-altitude RNAV routes between two or more metroplexes, among others.

The OST effort is intended as a scoping function. The products of the OST will be used to scope future detailed design efforts and to inform FAA decision-making processes concerning commencement of those design efforts.
3 Southern California OAPM Study Team Analysis Process

3.1 Five Step Process

The Southern California OST followed a five step analysis process:

1. Collaboratively identify and characterize existing issues:
   a) Review current operations
   b) Solicit input to obtain an understanding of the broad view of operational challenges in the metroplex

2. Propose conceptual procedure designs and airspace changes that will address the issues and optimize the operation:
   a) Use an integrated airspace and PBN “toolbox” (Appendix C)
   b) Obtain technical input from operational stakeholders
   c) Explore potential solutions to the identified issues

3. Identify expected benefit, quantitatively and qualitatively, of the conceptual designs:
   a) Assess the Rough Order of Magnitude (ROM) impacts of conceptual designs
   b) To the extent possible, use objective and quantitative assessments

4. Identify considerations and risks associated with proposed changes:
   a) Describe, at a high-level, considerations (e.g., if additional feasibility assessments are needed) and/or risks (e.g., if waivers may be needed)

5. Document the results from the above steps

Steps 1 and 2 are worked collaboratively with local facilities and operators through a series of outreach meetings. Step 3 is supported by the OAPM National Analysis Team (NAT). The methodology used for the quantitative analysis is described in Section 3.4. The NAT is a centralized analysis and modeling capability that is responsible for data collection, visualization, analysis, simulation, and modeling. Step 4 is conducted with the support of the OAPM Specialized Expertise Cadre (SEC). The SEC provides “on-call” expertise from multiple FAA lines of business, including environmental, safety, airports, and specific programs like Traffic Management Advisor (TMA).

The Southern California OST process and schedule are shown below:

- Kickoff meeting: August 11 (at Los Angeles Regional Office)
  - Discuss concepts and proposed schedules
  - Establish facility points of contact
Make data requests

- Administrative week: August 15 – 19
- First Outreach: Existing Operations and Planning
  - FAA Facilities: August 22 – 26 at Los Angeles ARTCC (ZLA) and Southern California TRACON (SCT)
  - Stakeholders: August 30 (at Los Angeles Regional Office)
- OST work (focus on operational challenges): August 29 – September 18
- Second Outreach: Enhancement Opportunities
  - FAA Facilities: September 19 – 23 (at SCT)
  - Stakeholders: September 27 (at Los Angeles Regional Office)
- OST work (focus on solutions, costs, and benefits): September 28 – October 28
- Final Outreach: Summary of Recommendations
  - FAA Facilities: November 1 (at Los Angeles Regional Office)
  - Stakeholders: November 3 (at Los Angeles Regional Office)
- Documentation: Final report, briefing, and D&I Team package
  - OST work (completing documentation): November 7 – 17
  - Report due November 18

There were three rounds of outreach to local facilities, industry, and other stakeholders, including Department of Defense, airlines, business and general aviation, airports, and others. The first outreach focused on issue identification, the second on conceptual solutions, and the third on summarizing the analyses of benefits, impacts, and risks. Assessments at this stage in the OAPM process are expected to be high-level, as detailed specific designs (procedural and/or airspace) have not yet been developed. More detailed assessments of benefits, impacts, costs and risks are expected after the D&I phase has been completed.

### 3.2 Southern California Study Area Scope

The Southern California Metroplex consists of airspace delegated to the SCT and ZLA. Operations at eight airports within the lateral confines of SCT’s airspace were examined closely due to the complexity of the interactions between these airports:

- Los Angeles International Airport (LAX)
- San Diego International Airport (SAN)
- Bob Hope Airport (BUR)
- Ontario International Airport (ONT)
- John Wayne Airport – Orange County (SNA)
- Long Beach/Daugherty Field (LGB)
- Santa Monica Municipal Airport (SMO)
- Van Nuys Airport (VNY)

Fuel burn modeling was performed for all of the above airports except VNY and SMO. VNY and SMO were excluded due to low instrument flight rules (IFR) jet traffic counts.

Other satellite airports’ operations and issues were also examined, as appropriate, including Fullerton (FUL), Carlsbad (CRQ), Santa Barbara (SBA), Bermuda Dunes (UDD), Camarillo (CMA), Pt. Mugu Naval Air Station (NTD), Oxnard (OXR), Palm Springs (PSP), North Island Naval Air Station (NZY), Brown Field (SDM), and Thermal (TRM), among others.

### 3.3 Assumptions and Constraints

OAPM is an optimized approach to integrated airspace and procedures projects; thus, the proposed solutions center on PBN procedures and airspace redesign. The OST is expected to document those issues that cannot or should not be addressed by airspace and procedures solutions, as these will be shared with other appropriate program offices. These issues are described in Sections 4.5 and 4.6 of this report.

The OAPM expedited timeline and focused scope bound airspace and procedures solutions to those that can be achieved without requiring an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) (e.g., only requiring an Environmental Assessment [EA] or qualifying for a Categorical Exclusion [CATEX]) and are within current infrastructure and operating criteria. The OST may also identify airspace and procedures solutions that do not fit within the environmental and criteria boundaries of an OAPM project. These other recommendations then become candidates for other integrated airspace and procedures efforts.

### 3.4 Assessment Methodology

Both qualitative and quantitative assessments were made to gauge the potential benefits of proposed solutions.

The qualitative assessments are those that the OST could not measure but would result from the implementation of the proposed solution. These assessments included:

- Impact on air traffic control (ATC) task complexity
- Ability to apply procedural separation (e.g., laterally or vertically segregated flows)
- National Airspace System (NAS) impacts of flow deconfliction
- Ability to enhance safety
- Improved connectivity to en route structure
- Reduction in transmissions (flight deck and controller) and related reduction in frequency congestion
- Improved track predictability and repeatability, with associated more accurate fuel planning
- Reduced reliance on ground-based navigational aids (NAVAIDs)
- Increased throughput

Task complexity, for example, can be lessened through the application of structured PBN procedures versus the use of radar vectors, but quantifying that impact is difficult. Reduced communications between pilot and controller, as well as reduced potential for operational errors, are examples of metrics associated with controller task complexity that were not quantified.

For the quantitative assessments, the OST relied on identifying changes in track lengths, flight times, and fuel burn. Most of these potential benefits were measured by comparing a baseline case with a proposed change using both fuel burn tables based on the European Organization for the Safety of Air Navigation (EUROCONTROL) Base of Aircraft Data (BADA) fuel burn model and a flight simulator, which was used to establish a relationship between simulator fuel burn results and BADA tables. The quantitative analyses compared full-time use of current procedures under baseline conditions with full-time use of the procedures proposed by the OST.

### 3.4.1 Track Data Selected for Analyses

During the study process, a representative set of radar traffic data was utilized in order to maintain a standardized operational reference point.

For determining the number, length, and location of level-offs for the baseline of operational traffic, radar track data from 30 high-volume (70th-90th percentile) days, operating under Visual Meteorological Conditions (VMC) in 2010 and 2011, were utilized. These days were selected using the Airport Specific Performance Metrics (ASPM) operational counts and weather data. Table 1 shows the analysis days utilized by the Southern California OST and the NAT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>05/07/2010</td>
<td>05/12/2010</td>
<td>05/13/2010</td>
<td>07/13/2010</td>
<td>07/14/2010</td>
<td>07/15/2010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The historical radar track data were used to visualize the flows and identify where short-cuts were routinely applied, as well as where flight planned routes were more rigorously followed.
The track data were also used as a baseline for the development of several conceptual solutions, including PBN routes and procedures. In many cases, the OST overlaid the historical radar tracks with PBN routes or procedures to minimize the risk of significant noise impact and an associated EIS.

Due to the compressed schedule associated with this study effort, there was not sufficient time to model all Southern California airports. Fuel burn modeling was performed at the six airports with the most IFR jet operations.

The characteristics of the Southern California Metroplex are unique in that most of the airports have a predominant runway configuration (see Table 2). Historically, Southern California airports are in a west flow operation approximately 95% of the time or higher as shown Table 2. The OST focused their benefits analyses on these heavily-used runway configurations.

Table 2. Modeled Runway Configurations at Southern California Airports

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Airport</th>
<th>Arrival Runways</th>
<th>Departure Runways</th>
<th>% Time in Flow</th>
<th>% Ops in Flow</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SNA</td>
<td>19L/R</td>
<td>19L/R</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAN</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUR</td>
<td>08, 15</td>
<td>08, 15</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LGB</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONT</td>
<td>26L/R</td>
<td>26L/R</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4.2 Analysis Tools

The following tools were employed by the OST and the NAT in the process of studying the Southern California Metroplex:

- Performance Data Analysis and Reporting System (PDARS)
  - Historical traffic flow analysis using merged datasets to analyze multi-facility operations (SCT and ZLA)

---

1 Source: Aviation System Performance Metrics, 5/19/2010 – 5/18/2011
– Customized reports to measure performance and air traffic operations (i.e., fix loading, hourly breakdowns, origin-destination counts, etc.)
– Identification and analysis of level flight segments for SCT arrivals and departures
– Graphical replays to understand and visualize air traffic operations
– Verification of level-offs in ZLA and SCT airspace

• Terminal Area Route Generation Evaluation and Traffic Simulation (TARGETS)
  – Comparison of actual flown routes to proposed routes when developing cost/benefit estimates
  – Conceptual airspace and procedure design

• Total Airport and Airspace Model (TAAM)
  – Airport and airspace flow modeling

• Integrated Terminal Research, Analysis, and Evaluation Capabilities (iTRAEC)
  – Identification of location, altitude and magnitude of level-off segments

• Air Traffic Airspace Lab (ATALAB) National Offload Program (NOP) data queries
  – Quantification of traffic demand over time for specific segments of airspace
  – Identification of runway usage over time

• National Traffic Management Log (NTML)
  – Identification of occurrence and magnitude of TMIs

• Enhanced Traffic Management System (ETMS)
  – Traffic counts by aircraft group categories for annualizing benefits
  – Examination of filed flight plans to determine impact of significant re-routes

3.4.3 Determining the Number of Operations and Modeled Fleet Mix

Due to the compressed schedule associated with this study effort, there was not sufficient time to model the entire fleet mix for each airport. A representative fleet mix was developed for each airport that consisted of the primary aircraft types that service that airport.

The analysis determined annual operations for these airports by examining one year of FAA’s ETMS arrivals and assuming the same number of departures. Fleet mixes for these airports are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Southern California Modeled Fleet Mixes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arrival Counts, 5/19/2010 – 5/18/211</th>
<th>LAX</th>
<th>SNA</th>
<th>SAN</th>
<th>BUR</th>
<th>ONT</th>
<th>LGB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jets</td>
<td>262,074</td>
<td>54,504</td>
<td>86,502</td>
<td>34,864</td>
<td>33,991</td>
<td>20,003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-jets/Unidentified</td>
<td>28,233</td>
<td>13,025</td>
<td>7,438</td>
<td>8,767</td>
<td>7,002</td>
<td>9,016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>290,307</td>
<td>67,529</td>
<td>93,940</td>
<td>43,631</td>
<td>40,993</td>
<td>29,019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modeled AC Type 1</td>
<td>B73s</td>
<td>B73s</td>
<td>B73s</td>
<td>B73s</td>
<td>B73s</td>
<td>A320s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modeled AC Type 2</td>
<td>B75s</td>
<td>B75s</td>
<td>B75s</td>
<td>CRJs</td>
<td>B75s</td>
<td>CRJs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modeled AC Type 3</td>
<td>B74s</td>
<td>CRJs</td>
<td>CRJs</td>
<td>LJ35</td>
<td>CRJs</td>
<td>LJ35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modeled AC Type 4</td>
<td>CRJs</td>
<td>LJ45</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>MD11</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4.4 Determining Percent of RNAV Capable Operations by Airport

The principal objective of the Southern California OST was to identify operational issues and propose PBN procedures and airspace modifications in order to address them. The PBN Dashboard was used to determine the percent of operations at each airport that would benefit from these new procedures. The PBN Dashboard is an online tool that reports this percentage through analysis of two sources: the equipment suffix of instrument flight rules (IFR) flight planned operations from ETMS and the percentage of PBN-equipped aircraft by type from a Part 121 avionics database maintained by The MITRE Corporation’s Center for Advanced Aviation System Development (CAASD). Due to the incomplete nature of the data sources used, the percentages of RNAV-equipped operations are assumed to be conservative.

Table 4 lists the RNAV equipage percentages assumed for the modeled Southern California airports.
Table 4. RNAV Equipage by Airport

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Airport</th>
<th>% of Total Operations RNAV-equipped</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LAX</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNA</td>
<td>89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAN</td>
<td>93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LGB</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUR</td>
<td>83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONT</td>
<td>89%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4.5 Profile Analyses

To determine the current level-offs of arrivals in the Southern California Metroplex, the OST examined track data from the 30 days discussed previously. Using CAASD’s iTRAEC toolset, the OST identified the altitudes where level-offs occurred and the average length in nautical miles (NM) that aircraft were in level flight at each altitude. The OST also used TARGETS to calculate the length of the proposed routes compared to the current published routes and actual flown tracks. The reduction in level-offs and the distance savings were then converted into fuel savings by using the BADA fuel flow model, taking into account the modeled aircraft fleet mixes at the metroplex airports. The fuel savings were then annualized, assuming a fuel price per gallon of $2.92, based on fuel costs for May 2011 from Research and Innovative Technology Administration (RITA) Bureau of Transportation Statistics. The resulting benefit numbers were the basis for the minimum potential fuel benefit.

Flight simulations were run on a current arrival procedure as well as the corresponding conceptual design during the Washington D.C. Metroplex prototype OST effort. The flight simulator values were obtained through a US Airways A320 flight simulator fuel burn analysis for two transitions on a proposed versus baseline arrival procedure. Derived values for fuel burn per minute in level flight, idle descent, and less-efficient descent were then used to determine and validate the relationship between the flight simulator fuel saving estimates and the BADA-based fuel burn estimates (calculated in gallons per NM). Essentially, this effort allowed for a determination of the difference between BADA’s conservative aircraft performance numbers and what could be achieved with an actual pilot flying the plane. This method was applied to Southern California OST results to determine a maximum fuel savings per flight. Applying both the BADA and flight simulator methods provides for a range of potential benefits:

- Lower bound potential benefit: BADA speed/fuel burn
- Upper bound potential benefit: Flight simulation speed/fuel burn
3.4.6 Cost to Carry (CTC)

Aircraft fuel loading is based on the planned flight distance and known level-offs. Furthermore, airlines must carry extra fuel to compensate for the weight of the total fuel required to fly a route. This extra fuel is known as the Cost to Carry (CTC). CTC can vary widely among airlines, generally ranging from about 2% to about 15%. For this analysis, based on feedback from multiple industry representatives, CTC was assumed to be 10% at LAX and 6% at all other Southern California modeled airports. This means that for every 100 gallons of fuel loaded, CTC is 6 or 10 gallons. CTC is included in all of the fuel burn estimates presented in this report, reflecting the benefits of developing procedures that more closely align with existing aircraft flight paths.

3.4.7 Benefits Metrics

The benefits metrics were generated using the following process:

1. The radar track data from the 30 high-traffic days were parsed into flows into and out of Southern California. These flows were then analyzed to determine geographic location, altitude, and length of level-offs in the airspace. The average overall track flow length was also estimated.
2. Baseline routes were developed that mimic the average vertical and lateral path of the tracks in the flows.
3. Proposed conceptual routes were designed by the OST.
4. The impacts of the proposed conceptual routes were estimated as compared to the current published procedure for the flow, if any, and the baseline route.
   a) Vertical savings: Compare the baseline vertical path with its associated level-offs with the proposed vertical path, which ideally has fewer and/or shorter level-offs.
   b) Lateral filed miles savings: Compare the length of the published procedure or route to the length of the proposed procedure of route.
   c) Lateral distance savings: Compare the length of the baseline procedure or route to the length of the proposed procedure of route.
5. The fuel and cost savings were then estimated based on the above impacts.
   a) Vertical profile savings accrue both fuel savings and CTC savings.
   b) Lateral filed miles savings accrue CTC savings only.
   c) Lateral distance savings accrue both fuel savings and CTC savings.
Figure 1 shows published, baseline, and proposed routes for a flow, with the comparisons for lateral savings highlighted, and sample vertical profiles as well.

Figure 1. Sample Analysis: Lateral and Vertical Baselines
3.5 Key Considerations for Evaluation of Impacts and Risks

In addition to the quantitative and qualitative benefits assessments described in Section 3.4, the Southern California OST was tasked with identifying the impacts and risks from the FAA operational and safety perspective, as well as from the airspace user perspective. For each individual issue and proposed solution throughout Section 4 of this report, specific impacts and risks are identified. However, there are a number of impacts and risks that generally apply to many proposed solutions, as described below:

- Controller and pilot training: With the increased focus on PBN and the proposed changes in airspace and procedures, controller and pilot training will be a key consideration for nearly all proposals.

- “Descend via” procedure issues: The proposed use of “descend via” clearances will similarly require controller and pilot training, and agreement must be reached during D&I on exactly how procedures will be requested, assigned, and utilized from both the FAA and user perspectives.

- Aircraft equipage: There are challenges with working in a mixed equipage environment, and these risks must be considered during D&I. While procedures have been designed to take advantage of PBN efficiencies, procedures and processes must be developed for conventional operations as well.

- Safety Risk Management (SRM): Safety is always the primary concern, and all of the proposed solutions will require an SRM assessment, which will occur during the Operational and Environmental Review phase.

- Environmental issues: All proposed solutions are subject to environmental review, and the OAPM schedule limits that review to a CATEX or EA rather than an EIS. The OST worked with environmental specialists to determine whether any of the proposed solutions has the potential for significant environmental impacts, and developed mitigation alternatives if necessary.
4 Identified Issues and Proposed Solutions

This section presents the findings and results of the Southern California OST analysis. It reviews identified issues, proposed solutions, benefits/impacts/risks, and analysis results. During the first industry and facility interface meetings, approximately 170 issues were identified. ZLA identified 43 of these issues, SCT and the Air Traffic Control Tower (ATCTs) identified 83 issues, and 44 issues were identified by various industry stakeholders. Similar issues raised by all involved parties were consolidated and categorized by the OST to determine potential solutions:

- Design concepts (see Section 4.1)
- Southern California departure issues (see Section 4.2)
- Southern California arrival issues (see Section 4.3)
- Other Southern California Issues (see Section 4.4)
  - SMO and LAX interactions
  - T-Routes
  - Required Navigation Performance (RNP) approaches

Some issues required additional coordination and input and could not be addressed within the time constraints of the OST process. In addition to those issues that were addressed by the Southern California OST and those that require additional coordination, the OST identified a number of issues that were outside of the OAPM scope. These issues are described in Section 4.6 of this report.

4.1 Design Concepts

The primary goals used by the Southern California OST throughout the conceptual design phase were to use RNAV everywhere and RNP where beneficial. The use of PBN procedures will allow efficiency gains through optimized profile climbs/descents and enhanced lateral paths not reliant on ground based navigation while allowing predictability and repeatability and reducing ATC task complexity and frequency congestion. The OST removed unused transitions to reduce chart clutter and the potential for improper flight planning. Runway transitions were used where practical, while limiting environmental risks during the D&I phase. The OST recommended the use of transitional separation (3 NM increasing to 5 NM) that may increase airspace throughput for departures.
4.2 Southern California Departures

ZLA and SCT controllers rely on an assortment of conventional and RNAV departure procedures. The facilities use both vectors and route structure where necessary to maintain separation and expedite aircraft climbs into en route airspace.

Historical departure tracks demonstrated efficiency when allowed unrestricted climbs. The proposed departure procedures attempt to maintain unrestricted climbs as much as possible, while providing procedural separation where practical from other Standard Instrument Departures (SIDs) and Standard Terminal Arrival Routes (STARs). It is fully expected that ATC will continue to tactically enable shorter routings and remove climb restrictions, further increasing operator benefits. Additionally, the recommended use of transitional separation by SCT and ZLA may increase throughput at Southern California airports. Transitional separation will allow terminal facilities to provide 3 NM in-trail separation increasing to 5 NM in the en route environment. Any airspace modifications that enable procedural efficiencies will also be considered during D&I.

One of the major issues in the Southern California metroplex area is level-offs from LAX and LGB airports. These level-offs can range from 10 NM to 25 NM, with LGB experiencing the longest of the level-offs. Many of the Southern California SIDs have unused transitions where actual flight tracks do not overfly the current published procedure.

Another major issue raised by both ATC and industry stakeholders is the inefficiency of using the OSHNN SID between 2100 and 0700, which adds between 14 NM to 23 NM to the route compared to the LOOP SID. OST analysis and initial noise screens support continuous use of the LOOP SID.

RNAV procedures were designed for repeatable, predictable paths. Independent SIDs were developed for both east and west flows. The OST recognizes that RNAV off-the-ground procedures may create a disbenefit in track miles flown in certain circumstances. The D&I Team may elect to further evaluate the combination of radar vectors and RNAV off-the-ground SIDs to determine the most beneficial method of departing from Southern California airports.

With respect to the conceptual departure proposals, Figure 2 depicts benefits, impacts, and risks for the FAA and airspace users, as well as environmental considerations.
4.2.1 LAX Departures

This section describes the operational issues, recommendations, and derived benefits the OST has identified for LAX departures.

4.2.1.1 LAX CASTA Departure

The CASTA accounts for approximately 12% of all jet LAX departures.

- **Issues**
  - There is a long level-off at 9,000 feet as the departure flow passes beneath the LAX SADDE arrival flow.
  - Actual flight tracks do not follow the current departure procedure.
• Recommendations
  – The conceptual CASTA SID (see Figure 3) provides for a modified departure flow over GMN to segregate the GMN and COREZ departure flows. The proposed en route transitions closely follow the actual flight tracks.
  – The AVE transition was removed due to lack of usage.
  – An earlier initial turn off LAX will minimize or eliminate the level-off and reduce track miles.

![Figure 3. Current and Proposed LAX CASTA SID](image-url)
• Benefits
  – Projected annual savings for the CASTA SID are estimated in Table 5.

### Table 5. Proposed LAX CASTA SID Annual Benefits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Dollars)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Distance</strong></td>
<td>$70K</td>
<td>$283K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Profile</strong></td>
<td>$71K</td>
<td>$93K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cost to Carry</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Dollars)</strong></td>
<td>$284K</td>
<td>$519K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Gallons)</strong></td>
<td>96K</td>
<td>176K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Estimated Annual Carbon Savings (Metric Tons)</strong></td>
<td>960</td>
<td>1.8K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 4.2.1.2 LAX HOLTZ Departure

The HOLTZ accounts for approximately 26% of all LAX jet departures.

• Issues
  – The current airspace configuration between SCT and ZLA requires excessive coordination.
  – Runways 24L/R transitions are excessively long and aircraft rarely fly the published route over the DOCAG intersection.
• **Recommendations**
  – As shown in Figure 4, the OST shortened the transitions from Runways 24L/R by eliminating the DOCAG waypoint from the procedure, thus reducing filed miles by approximately 3 NM.
  – An additional transition fix prior to TRM was added for early turns to PKE when available.

![Figure 4. Current and Proposed LAX HOLTZ SID](image)
• Benefits
  – Estimated savings from modifications to the HOLTZ departure are derived from the track mile reduction for aircraft departing Runways 24L/R at LAX. Aircraft departing Runways 25L/R will see no changes.
  – Projected annual savings for the HOLTZ SID are estimated in Table 6.

Table 6. Proposed LAX HOLTZ SID Annual Benefits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Dollars)</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profile</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost to Carry</td>
<td>$120K</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Estimated Annual Fuel Savings</td>
<td>$120K</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Gallons)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Estimated Annual Carbon Savings</td>
<td>410</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Metric Tons)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.1.3 LAX KARVR Departure
The KARVR accounts for approximately 8% of all LAX jet departures.

• Issues
  – There are inefficient lateral paths as aircraft are generally vectored to various fixes prior to the KARVR intersection on the current published route.
  – Runways 24L/R transitions are excessively long, and aircraft rarely fly the published route over the DOCAG intersection.
  – The IPL en route transition on the current published procedure is unused.
  – Heavy traffic congestion over TRM Very High Frequency (VHF) Omnidirectional Range (VOR) creates vectored BLH offloads.
Recommendations

- As shown in Figure 5, the Runways 24L/R transitions have been shortened to align the procedure with current flight tracks and the IPL transition has been removed from the procedure due to lack of use, but a transitional fix for PILLO has been added to the procedure to allow aircraft a more direct routing to the southeast.

- A ZLA requested offload route over BLH has been added to shorten overall track miles and to alleviate congestion over TRM. The traffic over TRM was identified as an issue during the outreach meetings. Numerous restrictions are imposed during peak periods to help mitigate the flows. The restrictions, dictated by ZLA, are given to SCT, which in turn are passed along to LAX, LGB, and SNA.

  ▪ The supporting data was obtained from the NTML Miles-In-Trail (MIT) log for the 2010 calendar year. Restrictions were primarily due to volume (VOL), weather (WX), or equipment/frequency failure (EQ); however, pass-back restrictions from beyond TRM were excluded. The metric used is minute-miles. This is calculated by multiplying the total minutes the restriction was in effect by the imposed MIT value (spacing in miles).

  ▪ Over TRM, the total minute-miles in 2010 were 135,281, with restrictions in place on 129 days. On average, restrictions were in place two days a week. The supporting data is shown in Figure 6.

*Figure 5. Current and Proposed LAX KARVR SID*
Caveats: The data is often subject to entry errors, such as misspelled fix names, inconsistent entries, etc.

Figure 6. TRM MIT Restrictions
• Benefits
  – Since ATC clears aircraft direct to a point along the filed route, the estimated annual fuel savings indicate a disbenefit. This disbenefit could be reduced or mitigated if ATC continues the current practice of providing more direct routings when feasible. With the shortened runway transition, and the addition of the offload route over BLH, this procedure will provide greater flexibility for aircraft flow management.
  – Projected annual savings for the KARVR SID are estimated in Table 7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Dollars)</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>($149K)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profile</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost to Carry</td>
<td>$5K</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Estimated Annual Fuel Savings</td>
<td></td>
<td>($144K)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Dollars)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Estimated Annual Fuel Savings</td>
<td></td>
<td>(50K)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Gallons)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Estimated Annual Carbon Savings</td>
<td></td>
<td>(500)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Metric Tons)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.1.4 LAX OSHNN Departure
The OSHNN accounts for approximately 6% of all LAX jet departures.
• Issues
  – The OSHNN departure from LAX is an RNAV SID that is primarily used from 2100 to 0700 local, when aircraft are not assigned the LOOP departure.
  – Runways 24L/R transitions are excessively long and aircraft rarely fly the published route over the DOCAG intersection.
The current routing follows the same path as the HOLTZ and KARVR SIDs from the departure runways via the PEVEE waypoint to the HOLTZ waypoint. The OSHNN procedure then transitions to the DAG VOR, which is also where the LOOP SID terminates.

- **Recommendations**
  - The OST shortened the transitions from Runways 24L/R by eliminating the DOCAG waypoint from the procedure, thus reducing filed miles by approximately 3 NM as shown in Figure 7.
  - It is envisioned by the OST that the OSHNN would be utilized by those aircraft which would have difficulty meeting the LOOP departure restrictions, such as heavy aircraft with impeded performance capabilities. All other aircraft would be assigned the new LOOP departure.

![Figure 7. Current and Proposed LAX OSHNN SID](image)

- **Benefits**
  - Estimated savings from modifications to the OSHNN departure are derived from the track mile reduction for aircraft departing Runways 24L/R at LAX. Aircraft departing Runways 25L/R will see no changes.
Projected annual savings for the OSHNN SID are estimated in Table 8. This accounts only for aircraft expected to fly the OSHNN between 0700 and to 2100; aircraft that fly the OSHNN between 2100 and 0700 currently are addressed in the next section.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 8. Proposed LAX OSHNN SID Annual Benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| ![Table Image](image)

4.2.1.5 LAX LOOP Departure

The LOOP accounts for approximately 19% of all LAX jet departures.

- **Issues**
  - The LOOP SID is a conventional procedure relying upon ground based navigation and radar vectors.
  - Use of the LOOP SID is not authorized between 2100 and 0700 local. Both ATC and stakeholders have requested to utilize this procedure without restriction. Alternate routes that must be used when the LOOP SID is unavailable result in excessive track mileage. Additionally, departure delays are encountered at all Los Angeles Basin airports due to this configuration. LOOP SID traffic is normally shortcut through R2502E when this airspace is released from military use. Assignable RNAV routing has been requested to accommodate a more efficient route when this airspace is available.
  - Figure 8 shows the current LOOP and OSHNN SID flight tracks.
Recommendations

- The proposed replacement for the LOOP SID is designed as a PBN procedure.
- Floating waypoints will allow ATC an assignable route through R2502E when the airspace is inactive.
- The OST recommends 24-hour usage of the RNAV LOOP SID. Initial noise screening supports continuous use of the LOOP. A route reduction of between 14 NM and 23 NM per flight will be realized with unrestricted LOOP availability. Approximately 35 aircraft per day would benefit from this usage.
• Benefits
  – Projected annual savings for the continuous use of the LOOP SID are estimated in Table 9.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Dollars)</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>$1.94M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profile</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost to Carry</td>
<td>$194K</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Dollars)</td>
<td>$2.14M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Gallons)</td>
<td>700K</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Estimated Annual Carbon Savings (Metric Tons)</td>
<td>7K</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.1.6 LAX VTU Departure

The VTU SID accounts for approximately 20% of all LAX jet departures.

• Issues
  – The VTU SID is a conventional procedure relying on ground based navigational equipment and radar vectors.
  – Because of new separation requirements regarding R2519, the conventional VTU procedure is too close to the restricted area.
- **Recommendations**
  - The proposed replacement for the VTU SID is designed as a PBN procedure as shown in Figure 9 as the dashed black line.
  - The OST recommends the proposed VTU departure as a replacement for the FIXIT SID, which is expected to be published in February 2012.
  - From the runway transitions to FIXIT, the proposed SID follows current flight tracks. After FIXIT, the route proceeds to IKAYE to provide clearance from R2519 when it is active.
  - When R2519 is active, aircraft will fly the full length of the route, approximately 54 NM from FIXIT to RZS. When R2519 is not active, aircraft will be sent direct RZS after FIXIT, approximately 50 NM.

![Figure 9. Proposed LAX VTU Departure](image)

- **Benefits**
  - The flight paths of the proposed RNAV VTU SID mimic the current conventional procedure. Thus, projected annual savings were not modeled.
4.2.1.7 LAX GABRE Departure
The GABRE is an east flow departure that accounts for less than 1% of all LAX jet departures.

- Issues
  - The GABRE SID is a conventional procedure relying on ground based navigation and radar vectors.
  - Actual flight tracks do not follow the current departure procedure.

- Recommendations
  - The proposed replacement for the GABRE SID is designed as a PBN procedure as shown in Figure 10.
  - The proposed procedure will eliminate a sharp “S” turn and replace it with a more optimal route that closely follows current flight tracks. This will reduce filed and flown miles between 8 and 13 NM.
  - The OST design procedurally deconflicts the proposed procedure from other east flow traffic procedures.

![Image of LAX GABRE Departure]

Figure 10. Current and Proposed LAX GABRE SID

- Benefits
  - Due to low traffic counts, no modeling was done for this procedure.
4.2.2 SAN Departures

This section describes the operational issues, recommendations, and derived benefits the OST has identified for departures from SAN.

4.2.2.1 SAN PEBLE Departure

The PEBLE accounts for approximately 33% of all SAN jet departures.

- **Issues**
  - The PEBLE departure is a conventional SID relying on ground based navigation and radar vectors.
  - Actual flight tracks do not follow the current departure procedure.
  - SAN departures to LAS are required to file the SXC transition, direct LAX, direct DAG, resulting in excessive filed miles.
  - Although there are currently two transitions on this SID, the SLI transition is infrequently filed or assigned.

- **Recommendations**
  - The proposed replacement for the PEBLE SID is designed as a PBN procedure.
  - Additional transitions were added to closely mimic where aircraft routinely fly.
  - The OST recommends changes to the PEBLE SID that allow for a more direct route to the PEBLE intersection thence transitions to LAX, POM, and RZS (via IKAYE waypoint). This will reduce filed miles significantly, but it is expected aircraft will still be cleared direct DAG when able.
  - Figure 11 shows the current and proposed PEBLE SIDs.
Figure 11. Current and Proposed SAN PEBLE SID
• Benefits
  – Estimated annual fuel savings indicate a disbenefit. This is mainly due to the fact that, when traffic allows, aircraft are cleared direct to a point along their filed route.
  – With conflicting arrival flows in the area south of Long Beach, it is impossible to mimic what ATC does routinely, i.e., going direct POM and then direct DAG. The new procedure will still allow aircraft to be given direct to DAG when possible and it is significantly shorter than the current filed route over SXC.
  – Projected annual savings for the PEBLE SID are estimated in Table 10.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 10. Proposed SAN PEBLE SID Annual Benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Dollars)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>($155K)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost to Carry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$81K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Dollars)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>($74K)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Gallons)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(26K)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Estimated Annual Carbon Savings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(260)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2.2.2 SAN POGGI Departure
The POGGI accounts for approximately 52% of all SAN departures.

- Issues
  - There are jump zone interactions on a daily basis, which may constrain aircraft operations eastbound as shown in Figure 12.
  - There are speed restrictions of 230 knots or less over the JETTI and LOWMA intersections.

![Figure 12. Current SAN POGGI – Jump Zone Interactions](image-url)
• Recommendations
  – A new waypoint has been added to the procedure approximately 1.5 NM east of the PGY VOR before turning to BROWS intersection. As shown in Figure 13, this will ensure clearance from the jump zones enhancing the safety of the proposed procedure.

![Figure 13. Current and Proposed SAN POGGI SID](image)

• Benefits
  – Although the speed restrictions over JETTI and LOWMA could not be lifted due to criteria constraints, aircraft now departing on the POGGI will be separated from parachuting activity in both jump zones.

4.2.2.3 SAN LNSAY Departure
The LNSAY accounts for less than 1% of all SAN jet departures.

• Issues
  – The LNSAY departure is a conventional SID relying on ground based navigation and radar vectors.
  – The current LNSAY SID is typically used in an east or Runways 09/27 flows, and few aircraft actually follow the current procedure as published.
• Recommendations
  – The proposed replacement for the LNSAY SID is designed as a PBN procedure as shown in Figure 14.
  – Changes include a more direct flight path to the FALCC intersection and thence transitions to SLI and LAX, resulting in a reduction of filed miles.
  – The RNAV route will ensure that aircraft remain within the confines of Class B airspace.

![Figure 14. Proposed SAN LNSAY SID](image)

• Benefits
  – Due to low traffic counts on the LNSAY, no modeling was done for this procedure.

4.2.3 LGB Departures
This section describes the operational issues, recommendations, and derived benefits the OST has identified for departures from LGB.

4.2.3.1 LGB New NELLY Departure
The proposed NELLY accounts for approximately 28% of all LGB jet departures.

  • Issues
    – There is currently no published procedure for north- and northwest-bound departures from LGB.
    – Departure aircraft must rely on radar vectors, and there is a level-off of approximately 22 NM at 9,000 feet.
The current procedure for LGB north departures requires aircraft to be sequenced with LAX CASTA departures, thereby creating ground delays.

- Recommendations
  - As shown in Figure 15, the PBN NELLY procedure was designed as a replacement for the radar vector departure procedure used today.
  - The NELLY eliminates the average 22 NM level-off at 9,000 feet by optimizing the route, both vertically and laterally.
  - Compared to the current flight tracks, the proposed NELLY SID significantly reduces the number of track miles flown.
  - The proposed NELLY SID merges with other Los Angeles Basin airport departure flows to the north.

![Figure 15. Proposed LGB NELLY SID](image-url)
• Benefits
  – Initial flight simulations indicate that the NELLY will significantly reduce flight
times for these departures.
  – Projected annual savings for the NELLY SID are estimated in Table 11.

Table 11. Proposed LGB NELLY SID Annual Benefits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Dollars)</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>$53K</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profile</td>
<td>$82K</td>
<td>$225K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost to Carry</td>
<td>$8K</td>
<td>$17K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Total Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Dollars) | $143K | $295K |
| Total Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Gallons) | 48K   | 100K  |
| Total Estimated Annual Carbon Savings (Metric Tons) | 480   | 1K    |

4.2.3.2 LGB SENIC Departure
The SENIC SID accounts for approximately 53% of all LGB jet departures.

• Issues
  – The SENIC SID is a conventional procedure relying on ground based navigation and
    radar vectors
  – The current SENIC procedure has an unused en route transition to IPL.
  – There is heavy congestion over TRM due to Los Angeles Basin traffic, creating
    departure delays.
• Recommendations
  – The proposed replacement for the SENIC SID is designed as a PBN procedure as shown in Figure 16.
  – There is an added BLH transition that will be an offload route for aircraft departing over TRM. The new transition will join the KARVR BLH offload flow.
  – The proposed SENIC eliminates the unused IPL transition.
  – Flight track miles on the TRM transition are reduced due to the shortcut after MOXIE.

![Figure 16. Current and Proposed LGB SENIC SID](image)

• Benefits
  – Initial modeling did not indicate significant savings.

4.2.4 SNA Departures
This section describes the operational issues, recommendations, and derived benefits the OST has identified for SNA departures.

4.2.4.1 SNA CHANL Departure
The CHANL accounts for approximately 37% of all SNA jet departures.
• Issues
– The CHANL SID is a conventional procedure relying on ground based navigation and radar vectors.
– There are unused transitions on the current procedure.
– Due to changes in separation criteria from restricted airspace, the current procedural separation from R2519 is no longer sufficient.

• Recommendations
  – The proposed replacement for the CHANL SID is designed as a PBN procedure.
  – The conceptual CHANL departure reduces filed track miles by mimicking current flight tracks.
  – The proposed CHANL SID provides increased separation from R2519 by routing aircraft over a newly created fix (IKAYE).
  – The proposed CHANL SID will provide dual departure flows to the north over GMN.
  – The current and proposed procedures are shown in Figure 17.

![Figure 17. Current and Proposed SNA CHANL SID](image-url)
• Benefits
  – Projected annual savings for the CHANL SID are estimated in Table 12.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 12. Proposed SNA CHANL SID Annual Benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Dollars)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost to Carry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Dollars)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Gallons)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Estimated Annual Carbon Savings (Metric Tons)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.5 BUR and VNY Departures
This section describes the operational issues, recommendations, and derived benefits the OST has identified for departures from BUR and VNY.

4.2.5.1 BUR VNY9 Departure
The VNY9 accounts for approximately 81% of all BUR jet departures.

  • Issues
    – The BUR VNY9 STAR is a conventional SID relying on ground based navigation and radar vectors.
    – Current flight paths do not fly the initial part of the published procedure, resulting in additional filed miles.
    – Prop aircraft over DAG constrain the route and delay jet aircraft on the same flow.
- Recommendations
  - The proposed replacement for the BUR VNY9 SID is designed as a PBN procedure.
  - The conceptual VNY9 departure optimizes lateral paths, reduces flight track miles, and merges with other GMN area flows.
  - An offload prop route to DAG has been added to alleviate traffic congestion over PMD.
  - The current and proposed procedures are shown in Figure 18.

Figure 18. Current and Proposed BUR VNY9 SID
• Benefits
  – The total estimated savings can be attributed to reduced filed miles over the current published procedure.
  – Projected annual savings for the BUR VNY9 SID are estimated in Table 13.

Table 13. Proposed BUR VNY9 SID Annual Benefits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Dollars)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
<td></td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profile</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost to Carry</td>
<td></td>
<td>$40K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Dollars)</td>
<td></td>
<td>$40K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Gallons)</td>
<td></td>
<td>12K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Estimated Annual Carbon Savings (Metric Tons)</td>
<td></td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.5.2 VNY CANOG and NUAL Departures
The CANOG and NUAL SIDs account for approximately 37% of all VNY jet departures.

• Issues
  – The CANOG and NUAL are conventional procedures relying on ground based navigation and radar vectors.
  – Actual flight paths do not overfly current procedure and there are unused transitions on the procedures.
  – Prop aircraft over DAG constrain the route and delay jet aircraft on the same flow.
• **Recommendations**
  – The proposed replacement for the CANOG and NUAL, combines two SIDs and is designed as a PBN procedure.
  – The proposed procedure reduces filed miles, provides a dual stream northbound, and merges with other GMN area flows.
  – An offload prop route to DAG has been added to alleviate traffic congestion over PMD.
  – The current and proposed procedures are shown in Figure 19.

![Figure 19. Proposed VNY CANOG/NUAL SID](image)

• **Benefits**
  – This route was not modeled as VNY was designated as a satellite airport.

4.2.6 **ONT Departures**

This section describes the operational issues, recommendations, and derived benefits the OST has identified for departures from ONT.

4.2.6.1 **ONT POM Departure**

The POM SID accounts for approximately 55% of ONT jet departures.

• **Issues**
  – The POM SID is a conventional procedure relying upon ground based navigation and radar vectors.
– The POM SID has inefficient vertical and lateral paths, and flight paths do not overfly the current procedure.

- Recommendations
  – The proposed replacement for the POM SID is designed as a PBN procedure.
  – The proposed POM SID reduces the filed flight miles by shortening the procedure between POM and FROUN.
  – The current and proposed procedures are shown in Figure 20.

Figure 20. Current and Proposed ONT POM SID
- Benefits
  - Projected annual savings for the ONT POM SID are estimated in Table 14.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Dollars)</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profile</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost to Carry</td>
<td>$10K</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Dollars)</th>
<th>$10K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Gallons)</td>
<td>4K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Estimated Annual Carbon Savings (Metric Tons)</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.2.6.2 ONT PRADO SID

The PRADO SID accounts for approximately 26% of ONT jet departures.

- Issues
  - The PRADO SID is a conventional procedure relying upon ground based navigation and radar vectors.
  - The PRADO SID has inefficient vertical and lateral paths. Flight paths do not overfly the current procedure to MZB.
  - There is no SXC transition on the PRADO SID; therefore, aircraft filed on this route must fly excessive miles from ONT to SXC.
• **Recommendations**
  – The proposed replacement for the PRADO is designed as a PBN procedure.
  – Runway transitions were developed, and at the stakeholder’s request, the OST created a SXC transition.
  – The current and proposed procedures are shown in Figure 21.

![Figure 21. Current and Proposed ONT PRADO SID](image)

• **Benefits**
  – There are no significant savings on the TRM and MZB transitions.
  – Departing over SXC, UPS currently files PRADO7-MZB-OCN-SXC.
    - By filing the proposed SXC transition, UPS alone could save an estimated $30,000 a week on oceanic flights. This is based on 25 MD11 flights per week filed on the above route (provided by UPS) assumed to be now fly the proposed routing.

**4.2.7 Satellite Airport Departures**

This section describes the operational issues and recommendations the OST has identified for departures from other Southern California satellite airports.
4.2.7.1 CRQ TRM Departure

- **Issues**
  - Currently, all departures from CRQ over TRM are radar vectored, resulting in inefficient vertical and lateral paths.

- **Recommendations**
  - The OST created an RNAV SID off of CRQ that mimics where aircraft fly today. The proposed procedure has one en route transition ending at TRM as shown in Figure 22.

![Figure 22. Proposed CRQ TRM SID](image)

- **Benefits**
  - Due to low traffic volume this route was not modeled.

4.2.7.2 FUL SID

- **Issues**
  - Currently, all departures from FUL are radar vectored, resulting in inefficient vertical and lateral paths.
  - There are concerns relating to the Disneyland TFR and the ability to fly through it.
**Recommendations**
- The proposed replacement is designed as a PBN procedure and the proposed SID addresses Disneyland TFR concerns as shown in Figure 23.

![Figure 23. Proposed FUL SID](image)

**Benefits**
- Due to low traffic counts, no modeling was done for this procedure.

### 4.2.7.3 SBA HARPO SID

**Issues**
- Current eastbound SIDs consist of multiple conventional procedures relying on ground based navigation and radar vectors.
- There are no published en route transitions. This creates inconsistent flight paths to DAG and TRM.
• Recommendations
  – The proposed HARPO SID is designed as a PBN procedure.
  – The HARPO departure adds en route transitions to both TRM and DAG. These new en route transitions follow current flight tracks.
  – The current and proposed procedures are shown in Figure 24.

![Figure 24. Current and Proposed SBA SIDs](image)

• Benefits
  – Due to a low volume of traffic, this procedure was not modeled.

4.2.8 Summary of Southern California Departure Benefits

In general, the issues associated with the current departures from Southern California airports were related to level-offs and other lateral and vertical path inefficiencies. To address these concerns, the Southern California OST focused on PBN solutions. The OST conceptual proposals for departures included a combination of RNAV off the ground procedures and radar vector procedures to join RNAV routes.

Table 15 shows the total departure benefits for the Southern California proposals as described throughout Section 4.2. Southern California SIDs are expected to provide between $2.5 million and $2.9 million annually in fuel savings. Existing departure tracks are generally efficient when they permit unrestricted climbs. The proposed departure procedures are designed to facilitate unrestricted climbs by removing or mitigating existing level-offs, while providing procedural separation, where practical, from other SIDs and STARs. It is fully expected that ATC will
continue to offer shorter routings and remove climb restrictions when feasible, further increasing operator benefits.

The majority of savings for LAX departures are attributed to the unrestricted availability of the LOOP SID. No delay analysis was performed on the impacts of this change on other area airports. The OST believes that continuous use of the LOOP will reduce departure delays over TRM and DAG for these airports.

The D&I team may elect to further evaluate the mixture of radar vectors and RNAV off-the-ground SIDs to determine the most beneficial method of departing from Southern California airports.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Dollars)</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>$1.83M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profile</td>
<td>$152K</td>
<td>$508K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost To Carry</td>
<td>$549K</td>
<td>$579K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Dollars)</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$2.53M</td>
<td>$2.92M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Total Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Gallons) | 831K | 963K |
| Total Estimated Annual Carbon Savings (Metric Tons) | 8.3K | 9.6K |

### 4.3 Southern California Arrivals

In general, the issues associated with the current STARs to Southern California were related to inefficient lateral and vertical paths, unused en route transitions, and the lack of dual independent finals to Runways 24L/R and 25L/R at LAX.

The OST design concept for arrivals focused on RNAV STARs with Optimized Profile Descents (OPDs). Level-offs result in non-optimal fuel burn and excessive carbon emissions, particularly during flows requiring downwind legs.

In addition to optimizing vertical profiles, lateral paths were shortened where practical; routes were segregated where practical; unused en route transitions were removed; and new runway transitions were proposed. D&I will assess the location of fixes to allow additional transitions to
the STARs. STARs at all major and several satellite airports in Southern California were modified. These new STARs are procedurally deconflicted from SIDs and other STARs where possible. STARs were developed with airport, runway or approach transitions. Where approach transitions were developed the OST proposes potential development of RNP Authorization Required (AR) Instrument Approach Procedures (IAPs) at several of the airports.

Current conventional (non-RNAV) STARs may need modification during the D&I process. Any airspace modifications that enable procedural efficiencies will also be considered during D&I. In addition, D&I team members may consider combining flow-specific STARs where it is determined to be advantageous.

Figure 25 depicts benefits, impacts, and risks for the FAA and Airspace users and procedural environmental considerations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operational / Safety</th>
<th>Benefits</th>
<th>Impacts / Risks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• PBN benefits</td>
<td>• Runway transitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Increased throughput</td>
<td>• LOA revisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Multiple runway transitions</td>
<td>• Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Reduced delay vectoring</td>
<td>• Sectorization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Fusion integration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Airspace User</th>
<th>Benefits</th>
<th>Impacts / Risks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• PBN benefits</td>
<td>• Preferred runway assignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Reduced fuel burn and emissions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environmental Considerations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- • Noise screening / analysis
- • Emissions analysis
- • Runway transition assessment

**Figure 25. Benefits, Impacts, and Risks of the Arrival Proposals**

### 4.3.1 LAX Arrivals

This section describes the operational issues, recommendations, and expected benefits the OST has identified for arrivals to LAX.

#### 4.3.1.1 LAX RIIVR and SEAVU Arrivals

The RIIVR and the SEAVU STARs account for 47% of all LAX jet arrival traffic.
• Issues
  – The RIIVR and SEAVU STARs are arrival procedures with level-offs over the GRAMM and KONZL intersections. These level-offs were specifically identified by the facilities as an issue for these two arrivals.
  – The interaction of these STARs creates a single, dependent flow situation approximately 45 miles east of LAX. Procedural requirements necessitate that traffic on the RIIVR and SEAVU STARs be in trail and delivered as a single flow to SCT. This single flow requirement creates a constraint that is responsible for excessive delay vectors, multiple traffic management restrictions, reduced throughput, and an inability to meet the LAX airport acceptance rate (AAR).

• Arrival fix congestion analysis
  – The RIIVR and SEAVU STARs terminate approximately 45 nautical miles from LAX, as can be seen in Figure 26. Laterally, the termination fixes for these STARs are approximately 4 miles apart, which necessitates a single dependent feed into SCT’s airspace from ZLA. This procedural requirement to treat the RIIVR and SEAVU as a single flow creates a complex and inefficient east arrival flow into LAX. This situation was the highest priority challenge identified by both facilities for OST consideration. To alleviate the congestion at this “bottleneck,” MIT restrictions and other constraints are introduced into the NAS by ZLA. The OST analyzed MIT restrictions placed upon east LAX arrival fixes to assess the scope of this issue. In particular, HEC, PGS, and TNP were identified as fixes with frequent restrictions attributable to this single flow constraint.

Figure 26. Current and Proposed LAX RIIVR and SEAVU STARs

– The supporting data was obtained from the NTML MIT log for calendar year 2010. Restrictions were primarily due to volume (VOL), weather (WX), or equipment/frequency failure (EQ); however, pass-back restrictions caused by constraints closer to the airport were not considered. The metric used is minute-miles. This is calculated by multiplying the total minutes the restriction was in effect by the imposed MIT value (spacing in miles).
Over HEC and MLF the sum of LAX minute-mile restrictions for calendar year 2010 was approximately 110,000. During 2010, restrictions were issued on 106 days, or approximately two days a week. Restrictions by cause and airport can be found in Figures 27 and 28.

Figure 27. Restrictions over HEC/MLF by Cause

Figure 28. Restrictions over HEC/MLF by MIT Value
- Over PGS and TBC the sum of LAX minute-mile restrictions for calendar year 2010 was approximately 940,000. In 2010, restrictions were issued on 336 days, or approximately 6.5 days a week. Restrictions by cause and airport can be found in Figures 29 and 30.

![Figure 29. Restrictions over PGS/TBC by Cause](image1)

![Figure 30. Restrictions over PGS/TBC by MIT Value](image2)
Over TNP, DRK, and on J4, the sum of LAX minute-mile restrictions for calendar year 2010 was approximately 2,500,000. In 2010, restrictions were issued on 362 days, which is essentially an everyday MIT restriction. Restrictions by cause and airport can be found in Figures 31 and 32.

Figure 31. Restrictions over TNP/DRK/J4 by Cause

Figure 32. Restrictions over TNP/DRK/J4 by MIT Value
• Recommendations
  – The proposed replacements for the RIIVR and SEAVU STARs are designed as PBN procedures with OPD benefits that operate as dual independent arrivals and maintain procedural separation as shown in Figure 26.
  – These STARs are procedurally deconflicted laterally within ZLA’s and SCT’s airspace, allowing for deconflicted operations and the subsequent allowance of dual independent final operations. The current RIIVR and SEAVU STARs terminate at waypoints RIIVR and SEAVU. The proposed RIIVR and SEAVU STARs will terminate approximately 15 NM from the airport. The STARs remain laterally deconflicted until inside of the Precision Radar Monitor (PRM) areas. As these procedures turn to join their respective final approach courses, vertical separation will be maintained until the aircraft are established on a charted approach and are under precision monitor control. Current operations dictate that the Runways 25L/R approaches are 1,000 feet higher than the Runways 24L/R approaches. The proposed RNAV STARs will reverse this altitude configuration, as Runways 24L/R approaches incorporate a longer flight distance to the runway threshold than Runways 25L/R.
  – These STARs will include runway transitions to all runways, enabling the seamless transition of aircraft between Runways 24L/R and Runways 25L/R at LAX, which will facilitate the ability to balance the runway demands.
  – The introduction of the dual independent final design in these STARs will reduce the need for extensive delay vectoring caused by sequencing to a single dependent feed.

• Benefits
  – Analysis indicates that significant vertical savings are realized on both proposed procedures when considering current usage.
  – Since the proposed STARs essentially overlay current paths, no measurable lateral gain is achieved.
  – Projected annual savings for the RIIVR and SEAVU STARs are estimated in Tables 16 and 17. These savings do not include any associated reduction in delay vectoring due to the dual independent arrival concept.
Table 16. Proposed LAX RIIVR STAR Annual Benefits (Profile and Filed Mile Changes Only)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Dollars)</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profile</td>
<td>$558K</td>
<td>$1.30M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost to Carry</td>
<td>$76K</td>
<td>$150K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Dollars)</td>
<td>$634K</td>
<td>$1.4M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Gallons)</td>
<td>216K</td>
<td>496K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Estimated Annual Carbon Savings (Metric Tons)</td>
<td>2.2K</td>
<td>5K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 17. Proposed LAX SEAVU STAR Annual Benefits (Profile and Filed Mile Changes Only)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Dollars)</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profile</td>
<td>$496K</td>
<td>$1.32M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost to Carry</td>
<td>$120K</td>
<td>$202K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Dollars)</td>
<td>$616K</td>
<td>$1.53M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Gallons)</td>
<td>210K</td>
<td>521K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Estimated Annual Carbon Savings (Metric Tons)</td>
<td>2.1K</td>
<td>5.2K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
• Modeling the airspace constraint
  – It is assumed that allowing dual independent arrivals into LAX would mitigate the need for MIT restrictions and reduce delay vectoring close to the airport.
  – To estimate the possible annual delay savings associated with the proposed dual independent arrivals, a TAAM model was developed to simulate the flows with an average day\(^2\) of traffic both with and without the current procedural constraint.
    ▪ In Figure 33, the white line indicates the western termination point of the modeled area. Procedural constraints were measured for aircraft crossing this white line from the east with and without constraints currently required by today’s procedures.
    ▪ To model current traffic patterns, one minute of separation was required between all RIIVR or SEAVU aircraft crossing this line. This is comparable to 5.6 MIT at 280 knots Indicated Air Speed (IAS). Dual independent arrivals were then simulated without the one-minute constraint in place.

Figure 33. TAAM-Modeled Vectoring Patterns on RIIVR and SEAVU, With and Without Airspace Constraint

\(^2\) Calendar year 2010 data was used to estimate the traffic for an average day at LAX.
The delay metrics associated with having to require one minute of separation between all RIIVR/SEAVU aircraft is approximately 20 to 25 seconds of delay time per aircraft. This translates into a total delay time of approximately five hours per day. Using the FAA’s current aircraft direct operating cost (ADOC) value of $36 per minute, the potential savings realized by the proposed RIIVR and SEAVU STARs is estimated at $4 million, as shown in Table 18.

Table 18. Proposed LAX RIIVR and SEAVU STARs Annual Benefits (Delay Vectoring Mitigation)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>With constraints</th>
<th>Without constraints</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Delay (minutes per flight)</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay (minutes per day)</td>
<td>1,136</td>
<td>839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airborne Aircraft Direct Operating Cost (ADOC) per minute</td>
<td>$36</td>
<td>$36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annualized delay benefit</td>
<td>$3.99M</td>
<td>$3.99M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This model also measures the effect single flow constraints have on peak throughput into LAX. On the simulated day, the maximum throughput per hour was 68 aircraft; with the introduction of dual independent arrivals, the throughput could be as high as 72 aircraft per hour.

4.3.1.2 LAX OLDEE Arrival

The OLDEE STAR accounts for approximately 2% of all LAX jet arrivals.

- **Issues**
  - The OLDEE STAR is a conventional procedure relying upon ground based navigation.
  - There are inefficient lateral and vertical paths.
  - Arrivals are typically offloaded from the OLDEE onto the VISTA STAR.
  - SCT and ZLA would like the OLDEE to merge with the SEAVU and have runway transitions.
**Recommendations**

- The proposed replacement for the OLDEE STAR is designed as a PBN procedure that closely follows the arrival tracks as currently flown; see Figure 34.

- The proposed procedure will mimic the current OLDEE STAR from JLI to SEAVU, at which point it merges with the RIIVR and SEAVU proposed by the OST as shown in Figure 35. This will allow flexibility in accommodating multiple runway assignments.

- It is expected that these changes to the OLDEE will result in increased usage of this RNAV procedure.

**Figure 34. Proposed LAX OLDEE STAR**
Figure 35. Proposed LAX OLDEE, RIIVR, and SEAVU STARs
• Benefits
  – Projected annual savings for the OLDEE STAR are estimated in Table 19. The vertical savings expected for this procedure are significant considering its minimal usage. Since the proposed STAR overlays current paths, no measurable lateral gain is achieved.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Dollars)</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profile</td>
<td>$207K</td>
<td>$584K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost to Carry</td>
<td>$21K</td>
<td>$58K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Dollars)</td>
<td>$228K</td>
<td>$642K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Gallons)</td>
<td>78K</td>
<td>220K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Estimated Annual Carbon Savings (Metric Tons)</td>
<td>780</td>
<td>2.2K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3.1.3 LAX VISTA Arrival

The VISTA STAR accounts for approximately 4% of all LAX jet arrivals.

• Issues
  – The VISTA STAR is a conventional procedure relying upon ground based navigation.
  – The lateral path of the published procedure is currently not flown as depicted on the arrival. Most traffic utilizing this procedure is shortcut direct to either the MADOW intersection or SLI once the traffic is laterally clear of R2503B. Additionally, there are significant level-offs, including one at 12,000 feet.
  – The current VISTA is utilized as an offload STAR during peak traffic demand on the RIIVR and SEAVU arrivals.
• Recommendations
  – The proposed replacement for the VISTA STAR is designed as a PBN procedure as shown in Figure 36.
  – The lateral path of the proposed RNAV STAR closely mimics current arrival tracks and will provide more direct routing as well as a predictable, repeatable path.
  – Arrival windows were used in the vicinity of OCN to procedurally deconflict the arrival from R2503 and to significantly mitigate level-offs.
  – Per SCT request, a holding pattern will be developed at MADOW during the D&I process.

Figure 36. Current and Proposed LAX VISTA STAR
• **Benefits**
  
  − Projected annual savings for the VISTA STAR are estimated in Table 20. The vertical savings expected for this procedure are significant considering its minimal usage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 20. Proposed LAX VISTA STAR Annual Benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Dollars)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Distance</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Profile</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cost to Carry</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Dollars)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Gallons)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Estimated Annual Carbon Savings (Metric Tons)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3.1.4 **LAX KEACH Arrival**

The LAX KEACH STAR is an RNAV procedure that is designed to replace the existing LAX SADDE STAR. The KEACH is expected to be published in July 2012. The KEACH as currently designed is an RNAV overlay of the western part of the SADDE STAR, and since it is scheduled to be operational within the Southern California OAPM timeframe, the OST elected to study this future procedure as a baseline as opposed to the current SADDE STAR. The KEACH will account for 6% of LAX arrival traffic.

• **Issues**
  
  − This proposed arrival does not address the increased use of R2519 and conflicts with departure traffic in the VTU area.
  
  − The OST identified no gain in efficiency between the KEACH and the SADDE and expects no change in operations due to its implementation.
  
  − The OST identified long level-offs in current tracks filed on this flow.
• Recommendations
  – The lateral path of the OST’s proposed RNAV KEACH STAR mimics current arrival tracks, which will provide more direct routing and will define a predictable, repeatable path as shown in Figure 37.
  – The OST’s proposed KEACH procedure will have optimized lateral and vertical profiles that will successfully mitigate level-offs seen in current flight tracks.
  – R2519 separation is assured by the incorporation of a waypoint fix abeam.
  – Routing was developed to leverage the opportunity for an ELKEY transition when restricted airspace is inactive.

Figure 37. Current and Proposed LAX KEACH STAR
• Benefits
  – Table 21 shows the annual savings of the OST’s proposed KEACH compared to flight tracks flying the SADDE arrival.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Dollars)</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>$166K</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profile</td>
<td>$543K</td>
<td>$1.59M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost to Carry</td>
<td>$71K</td>
<td>$176K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Dollars)</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$780K</td>
<td>$1.93M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Gallons)</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>267K</td>
<td>662K</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Estimated Annual Carbon Savings (Metric Tons)</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.7K</td>
<td>6.6K</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3.1.5 LAX SYMON Arrival

The LAX SYMON STAR is an RNAV procedure that is designed to replace the existing LAX SADDE STAR. The SYMON is expected to be published in July 2012. The SYMON as currently designed is an RNAV overlay of the northern part of the SADDE STAR, and since it is scheduled to be operational within the Southern California OAPM timeframe, the OST elected to study this future procedure as a baseline as opposed to the current SADDE STAR. The SYMON will account for 26% of LAX arrival traffic.

• Issues
  – The OST has identified significant level-offs on the current tracks filed on this arrival due to conflicts with FIM area traffic and LAX departure traffic. Conflicts were also identified with the CASTA and GMN traffic, causing long level-offs. This arrival also procedurally shares lateral and vertical airspace with BUR, VNY, LGB, and SNA arrival traffic, which adversely affects the efficiency of all flows in this area.
- This arrival has been identified by facilities and stakeholders as complex, requiring several transmissions and inputs to control/fly. This is due in part to the congestion in the FIM area.

- **Recommendations**
  - The lateral path of the OST’s proposed RNAV STAR, as shown in Figure 38, mimics the current arrival tracks, and defines a predictable, repeatable path.
  - The OST elected not to laterally change the soon-to-be published procedure. Arrival windows were incorporated at waypoints on the OST’s proposed SYMON STAR to reduce level-offs. The OST acknowledges that there may still be a level-off at 10,000 feet in the vicinity of the BAYST intersection.
  - The OST has proposed segregation of this arrival from BUR, VNY, LGB, and SNA traffic by shifting these flows to the west, deconflicting SYMON arrivals from all these flows.

![Figure 38. Current and Proposed LAX SYMON STAR](image-url)
• Benefits
  – Since this arrival is an RNAV overlay of the northern part of the SADDE arrival, vertical savings were derived relative to current SADDE STAR traffic. Projected annual savings for the SYMON STAR are estimated in Table 22.

Table 22. Proposed LAX SYMON STAR Annual Benefits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Dollars)</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profile</td>
<td>$1.82M</td>
<td>$5.27M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost to Carry</td>
<td>$182K</td>
<td>$527K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Dollars)</td>
<td>$2.00M</td>
<td>$5.80M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Gallons)</td>
<td>685K</td>
<td>1.99M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Estimated Annual Carbon Savings (Metric Tons)</td>
<td>6.9K</td>
<td>19.9K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3.1.6 LAX BUFIE Arrival
The BUFIE accounts for approximately 2% of all LAX jet arrivals.

• Issues
  – The BUFIE today consists of a conventional procedure relying on ground based navigation.
  – There are inefficient lateral and vertical paths on this procedure. There is a level-off of approximately 24 NM at 12,000 feet, 75 NM away from LAX.
  – A confliction with the SNA CHANL SID in the vicinity of SXC was identified by the FAA as an issue.
  – The lack of accessibility to use the current BUFIE procedure was noted by the stakeholders. Due to design inefficiencies, currently ZLA consistently reroutes traffic from the BUFIE to the current SADDE STAR adding track miles.
Recommendations

- Altitude windows are used to enhance efficiency on the arrival and to reduce level-offs. The GOATZ level-off is eliminated due to the creation of an OPD.
- Procedural deconfliction from the CHANL departure traffic is accomplished with waypoint restrictions on each procedure.
- The lateral path of the proposed STAR adjusts this arrival to the north of SXC, which will provide routing that will define a predictable, repeatable path as shown in Figure 39.

![Figure 39. Proposed LAX BUFIE STAR](image-url)
• Benefits
  – This proposal will have optimized lateral and vertical profiles with significant savings associated with fuel burn reductions due to the removal of level-offs.
  – Projected annual savings for the BUFIE STAR are estimated in Table 23.

Table 23. Proposed LAX BUFIE STAR Annual Benefits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Dollars)</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>$82K</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profile</td>
<td>$607K</td>
<td>$1.85M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost to Carry</td>
<td>$79K</td>
<td>$203K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Dollars)</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$768K</td>
<td>$2.14M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Gallons)</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>261K</td>
<td>730K</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Estimated Annual Carbon Savings (Metric Tons)</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.6K</td>
<td>7.3K</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3.1.7 LAX KIMMO Arrival

• Issues
  – The KIMMO STAR is a conventional turboprop procedure relying upon ground based navigation.
  – The arrival currently has inefficient lateral paths, and actual flight tracks do not follow the current arrival procedure.
    • There is currently a dogleg on the EHF transition that proceeds to AMONT intersection, but aircraft are typically routed direct to the LHS VOR.
• Recommendations
  – As shown in Figure 40, the proposed replacement for the KIMMO STAR is designed as a PBN procedure for turboprops.
  – The proposed KIMMO will have OPD benefits and lateral paths.
  – The OST removed the EHF-AMONT dogleg and replaced it with a route from EHF direct LHS to mimic current flows, resulting in reduced filed miles. The dogleg at the end of the procedure was removed as aircraft rarely flew over the PURMS intersection after DARTS.

![Figure 40. Current and Proposed LAX KIMMO STAR](image)

• Benefits
  – With an improved vertical profile and a repeatable, predictable RNAV path, this procedure will enhance efficiencies for turboprop arrivals to LAX.
  – Due to low traffic counts, no modeling was done for this procedure.
4.3.1.8 LAX BASET and HOUND Arrivals

- Issues
  - The current BASET and REDEYE STARs are conventional procedures relying on ground based navigation.
  - These procedures are used for east traffic or midnight operations only and are not aligned with west configurations.
  - The current procedures do not accommodate independent flows.
  - There are currently inefficient vertical and lateral paths on these procedures.

- Recommendations
  - The proposed replacements for the BASET and REDEYE (HOUND) as shown in Figure 41 are designed as PBN procedures, with OPD benefits and optimized lateral paths.
  - The procedures mimic the RIIVR and SEAVU STARs, which have been modified into dual, independent flows, with the caveat that the altitudes will be higher to accommodate the longer downwinds.

Figure 41. Proposed LAX BASET and HOUND STARs
• Benefits
  – Due to low traffic counts, no modeling was done for this procedure.

4.3.1.9 LAX MOOR Arrival

• Issues
  – The MOOR arrival is a conventional procedure relying upon ground based navigation.
  – The MOOR is an east flow procedure that is lightly used and contains inefficient vertical and lateral paths.

• Recommendations
  – As shown in Figure 42, the proposed replacement for the MOOR STAR is designed as a PBN procedure with OPD benefits.
  – By deconflicting the LAX flows from the BUR, VNY, LGB, and SNA flows, the MOOR arrivals will not have to compete with other procedures for the airspace over FIM.
  – The new RZS transition provides a significant decrease in filed flight miles. The proposed MOOR eliminates the long en route transition through the control extension.
• Benefits
  – Due to low traffic counts, no modeling was done for this procedure.

4.3.1.10 LAX FICKY Arrival

• Issues
  – A request was made for a new east flow procedure for overnight oceanic operations.
• **Recommendations**
  - The proposed FICKY (see Figure 43) is designed as a PBN procedure with OPD benefits.
  - This procedure merges with current existing approach procedures.

![Proposed LAX FICKY STAR](image)

**Figure 43. Proposed LAX FICKY STAR**

• **Benefits**
  - This is a new procedure with no baseline; therefore, no modeling was done.

**4.3.2 SAN Arrivals**

This section describes the operational issues, recommendations, and expected benefits the OST has identified for arrivals to SAN.
4.3.2.1 SAN BAYVU Arrival

The BAYVU will account for 39% of all SAN jet arrival traffic.

- Issues
  - Inefficient lateral paths exist as aircraft are forced over the LAX VOR due to traffic congestion.
  - ZLA indicated a need for an OTISS transition that would lie northeast of the LAX VOR.

- Recommendations
  - The proposed BAYVU is designed as a PBN procedure with OPD benefits.
  - An OTISS transition was designed to mimic the current arrival tracks. It defines a predictable, repeatable path, and alleviates much of the congestion over LAX (see Figure 44).

![Figure 44. Current and Proposed SAN BAYVU STAR](image-url)
- **Benefits**
  - Projected annual savings for the SAN BAYVU STAR are estimated in Table 24.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 24. Proposed SAN BAYVU STAR Annual Benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Dollars)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost to Carry</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Dollars)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Gallons)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Estimated Annual Carbon Savings (Metric Tons)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.3.2.2 SAN LYNDI Arrival
The LYNDI will account for 39% of all SAN jet arrival traffic.

- **Issues**
  - The IPL flow on the LYNDI arrival often conflicts with eastbound departures.
• **Recommendations**
  – In order to mitigate conflicts on the IPL flow of the LYNDI arrival, an offload route was built from BZA to the north as shown in Figure 45.

![Figure 45. Proposed SAN LYNDI STAR](image)

• **Benefits**
  – Due to little change in the proposed procedure compared to the current operation, the LYNDI was not modeled.

### 4.3.3 LGB and SNA Arrivals

This section describes the operational issues, recommendations, and expected benefits the OST has identified for arrivals to LGB and SNA.

#### 4.3.3.1 LGB and SNA KEFFR Arrival

Approximately 54% of SNA jet arrivals and 49% of LGB jet arrivals use the conventional KAYOH STAR. The KEFFR STAR will be an RNAV procedure that serves the same flows as the KAYOH; it is expected to be published in February 2012.

• **Issues**
  – The soon to be published KEFFR arrival has inefficient vertical and lateral paths.
- The altitude restriction at BANDS intersection is overly restrictive as aircraft are currently forced down below LAX arrival flows.

- **Recommendations**
  - The proposed KEFFR STAR is designed as a PBN procedure with OPD benefits.
  - The OST proposed KEFFR optimizes the HEC transition, shortening the lateral path and providing a more direct routing via LUCER to HUMPS.
  - The JOLAR transition procedurally deconflicts the KEFFR from the LAX and ONT arrivals.
  - The current and proposed KEFFR procedures as well as the current KAYOH are shown in Figure 46.

![Figure 46. Current LGB and SNA KAYOH STAR and Proposed LGB and SNA KEFFR STAR](image-url)
• Benefits
  – Projected annual savings for the KEFFR STAR are estimated in Table 25.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 25. Proposed LGB and SNA KEFFR STAR Annual Benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Dollars)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost to Carry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TotalEstimated Annual Fuel Savings (Dollars)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Gallons)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Estimated Annual Carbon Savings (Metric Tons)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3.3.2 LGB and SNA QMARK Arrival

Approximately 33% of SNA jet arrivals and 36% of LGB jet arrivals use the conventional TANDY STAR. The QMARK STAR will be an RNAV procedure that serves the same flows as the TANDY; it is expected to be published in July 2012.

• Issues
  – The TANDY STAR is a conventional procedure relying on ground based navigation.
  – The soon to be published QMARK arrival has inefficient vertical and lateral paths.
  – This arrival also procedurally shares lateral and vertical airspace with BUR, VNY, and LAX arrival traffic, which adversely affects the efficiency of all FIM flows.
• Recommendations
  – The OST proposed QMARK arrival is designed as a PBN procedure with OPD benefits.
  – The OST procedurally deconflicted the QMARK from the LAX SYMON arrival by shifting the route to the west.
  – The QMARK arrival removes extra filed track miles that relate to a dogleg to SXC.
  – LGB RNP approach transitions are also tied into the QMARK arrival.
  – The current and proposed procedures are shown in Figure 47.

Figure 47. Current LGB and SNA TANDY STAR and Proposed LGB and SNA QMARK STAR
- **Benefits**
  - Projected annual savings for the QMARK STAR are estimated in Table 26.

  **Table 26. Proposed LGB and SNA QMARK STAR Annual Benefits**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Dollars)</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Distance</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profile</td>
<td>$437K</td>
<td>$1.27M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cost to Carry</strong></td>
<td>$77K</td>
<td>$127K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Dollars)</strong></td>
<td>$705K</td>
<td>$1.58M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Gallons)</strong></td>
<td>239K</td>
<td>540K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Estimated Annual Carbon Savings (Metric Tons)</strong></td>
<td>2.4K</td>
<td>5.4K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3.4 **ONT Arrivals**

This section describes the operational issues, recommendations, and expected benefits the OST has identified for arrivals to ONT.

4.3.4.1 **ONT SETER Arrival**

The SETER accounts for approximately 29% of all ONT jet arrivals.

- **Issues**
  - The SETER STAR is a conventional procedure relying on ground based navigation.
  - The current SETER STAR has an altitude restriction at 14,000 feet at the BANDS intersection that results in level-offs. This restriction causes aircraft to be higher than optimal during their approach.
  - There are currently inefficient vertical and lateral paths on these procedures.
• Recommendations
  – The proposed replacement for the SETER STAR is designed as a PBN procedure with OPD benefits.
  – The proposed SETER STAR would mimic current lateral flight tracks as shown in Figure 48.
  – The proposed SETER STAR will utilize vertical windows to reduce level-offs while allowing aircraft to fly a more optimal profile. Vertical profiles to ONT, LGB/SNA and LAX are shown in Figure 49.
  – Flights from the northeast are descended to cross below LAX arrivals and join laterally with LGB and SNA KEFFR arrivals while remaining vertically deconflicted.
  – An unused JLI transition was removed.

Figure 48. Current and Proposed ONT SETER STAR
Benefits

- Projected annual savings for the SETER STAR are estimated in Table 27.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Dollars)</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profile</td>
<td>$169K</td>
<td>$508K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost to Carry</td>
<td>$10K</td>
<td>$30K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Dollars)</td>
<td>$179K</td>
<td>$538K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Gallons)</td>
<td>62K</td>
<td>185K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Estimated Annual Carbon Savings (Metric Tons)</td>
<td>620</td>
<td>1.9K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3.4.2 ONT ZIGGY Arrival

The ZIGGY accounts for approximately 22% of all ONT jet arrivals.

- **Issues**
  - The ZIGGY STAR is a conventional procedure relying on ground based navigation.
  - Currently the ZIGGY STAR has inefficient speed restrictions at MAJEK and DAWNA.
  - Inefficient vertical paths have arrival aircraft descending at a steeper than optimal rate.

- **Recommendations**
  - The proposed replacement for the ZIGGY STAR is designed as a PBN procedure with OPD benefits as shown in Figure 50.
  - Northeast arrivals over HEC are deconflicted from the LGB and SNA KEFFR flows at DAWNA intersection.
  - Terrain issues to the north limit the possibility for creating an optimal procedure.

---

**Figure 50. Current and Proposed ONT ZIGGY STAR**
• Benefits
  – Projected annual savings for the ZIGGY STAR are estimated in Table 28.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Dollars)</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profile</td>
<td>$108K</td>
<td>$277K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost to Carry</td>
<td>$6K</td>
<td>$17K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Gallons)</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Estimated</td>
<td>$114K</td>
<td>$294K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimated Annual Carbon Savings (Metric Tons)</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Estimated Annual Carbon Savings (Metric Tons)</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>1K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3.4.3 ONT New BLKMN Arrival

• Issues
  – There is currently no arrival procedure to ONT from the west. Aircraft today are routed north over PMD via the ZIGGY STAR resulting in excessive track miles, fuel burn, and carbon emissions.
• Recommendations
  – The proposed BLKMN STAR, shown in Figure 51, is designed as a PBN procedure with OPD benefits.
  – The proposed BLKMN STAR will mimic the proposed BUFIE STAR to BUFIE intersection then continue north to a new fix where it will terminate.

Figure 51. Current and Proposed ONT BLKMN STAR

• Benefits
  – This is a new procedure with no baseline; therefore, no modeling was done.

4.3.5 BUR and VNY Arrivals
This section describes the operational issues, recommendations, and expected benefits the OST has identified for arrivals to BUR and VNY.
4.3.5.1 BUR and VNY JANNY Arrival

The JANNY accounts for approximately 44% of all BUR jet arrivals and 42% of all VNY jet arrivals.

- Issues
  - The current JANNY STAR conflicts with LAX, VNY, and BUR departures that fly east over DAG.
  - There is high traffic congestion over PMD with arrival, departure, and overflight flows.

- Recommendations
  - The proposed JANNY STAR would shift the initial fix northeast of DAG reducing conflicts and allowing for OPD benefits as shown in Figure 52.
  - Airport transitions were added to both BUR and VNY.

![Figure 52. Current and Proposed BUR and VNY JANNY STAR](image-url)
• Benefits
  – Terrain issues and military airspace limited the amount of savings and procedural deconfliction that could be achieved over PMD.
  – Projected annual savings for the JANNY STAR are estimated in Table 29. These savings are for BUR traffic only as VNY was not modeled.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Dollars)</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>$123K</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profile</td>
<td>$245K</td>
<td>$739K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost to Carry</td>
<td>$22K</td>
<td>$52K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Dollars)</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$390K</td>
<td>$914K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Total Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Gallons) | 133K | 312K |
| Total Estimated Annual Carbon Savings (Metric Tons) | 1.3K | 3K |

4.3.5.2 BUR CANYN Arrival
The CANYN accounts for approximately 45% of all BUR jet arrivals.

• Issues
  – Currently flights utilize the CEEME STAR, which is a conventional procedure relying on ground based navigation.
  – The current CEEME STAR has altitude restrictions which result in level-offs.
  – Arriving flights into the Los Angeles Basin are stacked from AVE to FIM.
  – There are excessive speed restrictions at the DERBB intersection due to heavy traffic congestion.
• Recommendations
  – The proposed replacement for the CEEME STAR, shown in Figure 53, is designed as a PBN procedure with OPD benefits.
  – The proposed CANYN arrival would offset BUR arrivals to the west and procedurally deconflict them from the LAX SYMON arrivals while reducing level-offs.
  – Excessive restrictions at DERBB would be alleviated by offsetting the route to the west.

Figure 53. Proposed BUR and LAX STARs from the North
• Benefits
  – Projected annual savings for the CANYN STAR are estimated in Table 30. The CANYN arrivals will see significant profile improvements on the proposed procedure. However, to deconflict the CANYN from LAX arrivals, additional track distance was necessary. The deconfliction from LAX arrivals will reduce delay for both flows. This impact could not be modeled or estimated at this time by the OST.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proposed BUR CANYN STAR Annual Benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Dollars)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost to Carry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Dollars)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Gallons)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Estimated Annual Carbon Savings (Metric Tones)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3.5.3 VNY AALLL Arrival
Current flights utilize the FERN5 STAR and account for approximately 42% of VNY jet arrivals.

• Issues
  – The FERN5 STAR is a conventional procedure relying on ground based navigation.
  – The current FERN5 has inefficient vertical paths that result in level-offs.
  – The current procedure has conflictions in the FIM area with other Los Angeles Basin traffic.
  – This arrival also procedurally shares lateral and vertical airspace with BUR and LAX arrival traffic, which adversely affects the efficiency of all FIM flows.
• Recommendations
  – The proposed replacement for the FERN5 is designed as a PBN procedure with OPD benefits, as shown in Figure 54.
  – The proposed AALLL arrival would offset VNY arrivals to the west and procedurally deconflict them from LAX SYMON arrivals while reducing level-off and filed miles.
  – The procedure is designed for arrivals to Runways 16L/R. Excessive restrictions at DERBB would also be alleviated by offsetting flights to the west.

Figure 54. Current and Proposed VNY AALLL STAR

• Benefits
  – With improved profiles and segregated flows from the LAX arrival stream, this procedure will enhance safety and efficiency for arrivals to VNY.
  – As this was a procedure to a satellite airport, no modeling was done.
4.3.5.4 BUR, VNY, and SMO Small Prop Arrival

- Issues
  - There are inefficient vertical and lateral paths on the current procedure. Prop aircraft are typically forced to lower altitudes early due to conflicts with other Los Angeles area flows.
  - This arrival also procedurally shares lateral and vertical airspace with LAX arrival traffic, which adversely affects the efficiency of all FIM flows

- Recommendations
  - The proposed replacement, as shown in Figure 55, is designed as a PBN procedure.
  - This STAR would be procedurally deconflicted from the LAX SYMON arrivals and would offer airport transitions to BUR, VNY, and SMO with improved vertical profiles.
  - The procedure would take existing turboprop and small prop flights and mimic the proposed CANYN and AALL STARs into BUR and VNY.

![Figure 55. Proposed BUR, VNY, and SMO Small Prop STAR](image-url)
• Benefits
  – With improved profiles and segregated flows from the LAX arrival stream, this procedure will enhance safety and efficiency for small props to BUR, VNY, and SMO.
  – Due to low traffic counts, no modeling was done for this procedure.

4.3.5.5 BUR, VNY, SMO, CMA, and OXR New East Arrival

• Issues
  – Due to the lack of a published route, SCT requested an arrival procedure from the PSP area for BUR, VNY, SMO, CMA, and OXR airports. Currently, arrivals are routed north to the DAG VOR, then join current STARs or are vectored in the vicinity of PSP.

• Recommendations
  – The OST developed an RNAV STAR that mimics the ONT SETER STAR to PETIS then terminates at a waypoint south of DARTS. The proposed route as shown in Figure 56 would significantly reduce flight track miles and allow for OPD benefits.

Figure 56. BUR, VNY, SMO, CMA, and OXR New East STAR

• Benefits
  – With improved profiles and a repeatable, predictable path separated from other Los Angeles Basin airports, this procedure will enhance efficiency for arrivals from the PSP area to the BUR, VNY, SMO, CMA, and OXR airports.
  – This is a new proposed procedure with no baseline; therefore no modeling was done.
4.3.6 Satellite Airport Arrivals
This section describes the operational issues, recommendations, and any derived benefits the OST has identified for satellite airport arrivals.

4.3.6.1 NZY and SDM BARET Arrival

- **Issues**
  - The San Diego area at SCT requested a modified BARET STAR for SDM and NZY airports. The current procedure conflicts with the LYNDI STAR to SAN.
  - The BARET STAR is a conventional procedure relying upon ground based navigation.
  - There are currently inefficient vertical and lateral paths on this procedure.

- **Recommendations**
  - The proposed BARET, shown in Figure 57, is designed as a PBN procedure with OPD benefits.
  - This arrival is an independent procedure for NZY and SDM. It mimics the SAN LYNDI STAR arrival from the northeast until SALTN and is then segregated east of the LYNDI. From IPL, the proposed procedure overlays V317 to remain south of the LYNDI.

![Figure 57. Current and Proposed NZY and SDM BARET STAR](image-url)
• Benefits
  – With improved profiles and a repeatable, predictable RNAV path deconflicted from the primary SAN east arrival flow, this procedure will enhance safety and efficiency for arrivals to SDM and NZY airports.
  – Due to low traffic counts, no modeling was done.

4.3.6.2 CRQ FODDR Arrival

• Issues
  – There are inefficient vertical and lateral paths on the current procedure and actual flight tracks do not overfly the current procedure.
  – The current CRQ FODDR STAR conflicts with several other major Southern California flows in the vicinity of EHF.

• Recommendations
  – The proposed FODDR is designed as a PBN procedure with OPD benefits.
  – The proposed procedure was moved west of the current route to deconflict from the EHF flows, as shown in Figure 58.

![Figure 58. Current and Proposed CRQ FODDR STAR](image_url)
• Benefits
  – Improving the vertical profile of the FODDR and relocating the route west to segregate from other Southern California flows will enhance safety and efficiency for arrivals to CRQ.
  – Due to low traffic counts, no modeling was done.

4.3.6.3 SBA KWANG Arrival

• Issues
  – Currently there is no published STAR to SBA. ZLA requested a route for SBA arrivals from the PMD area.

• Recommendations
  – The proposed KWANG, shown in Figure 59, is designed as a PBN procedure with OPD benefits.
  – The STAR begins over PMD and terminates at the beginning of the approach transition.

![Figure 59. Proposed SBA KWANG STAR](image-url)
• Benefits
  – This is a new proposed procedure with no baseline; therefore, no modeling was done.

4.3.6.4 CMA, OXR, and NTD New GUERA and NLMAN Arrivals

• Issues
  – Currently the route through ZLA’s airspace from over PMD to CMA, OXR, and NTD is complicated and relies upon conventional radials, DMEs, and fixes.
  – Frequency congestion was identified as a concern by the ZLA sectors that work the traffic through this area. Standardized routing was requested to alleviate this congestion.

• Recommendations
  – The OST developed a PBN STAR for props to OXR, CMA, and NTD (GUERA) and a PBN STAR to NTD for jet aircraft (NLMAN) as shown in Figure 60.
  – These procedures will reduce ATC workload by creating a standardized route, reducing frequency congestion, and taking advantage of automation to produce preferential arrival routes.

Figure 60. Proposed CMA, OXR, and NTD New GUERA and NLMAN STARs
• Benefits
  – This is a new proposed procedure with no baseline; therefore, no modeling was done.

4.3.7 Summary of Southern California Arrival Benefits

In general, the issues associated with the current arrivals to Southern California were related to inefficient lateral and vertical paths, unused en route transitions, and a lack of dual independent arrivals to Runways 24L/R and 25L/R at LAX. To address these concerns, the Southern California OST focused on PBN solutions. The OST conceptual proposals for arrivals included the following:

• RNAV STARs with OPDs
• Removal of unused en route transitions and development of runway transitions
• Dual independent arrivals to Runways 24L/R and 25L/R at LAX incorporated into a redesign of the RIVVR, SEAVU, and OLDEE STARs
• More efficient lateral paths created by removing doglegs and adjusting terminal entry points.

The OST recognizes that these new procedures may require Letter of Agreements (LOAs) and Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) changes in order to facilitate OPDs.

Table 31 shows the total arrival fuel burn benefits for the Southern California proposals as described throughout Section 4.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Dollars)</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>$467K</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profile</td>
<td>$6.14M</td>
<td>$17.47M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost To Carry</td>
<td>$794K</td>
<td>$1.82M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Total Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Dollars) | $7.40M | $19.76M |
| Total Estimated Annual Fuel Savings (Gallons) | 2.52M | 6.76M |
| Total Estimated Annual Carbon Savings (Metric Tons) | 25K | 68K |
4.4 Other Southern California Issues

4.4.1 SMO/LAX Interactions

- **Issues**
  - Current SMO procedures inhibit independent operations with LAX departures. Limiting factors include runway configurations and the proximity of the airports (4 NM).
  - Excessive ground delays occur at SMO due to LAX departure demand. LAX operations are also adversely affected since Runways 24L/R departures are held until the SMO departures are separated from the LAX departure paths. Similarly, SMO departures from Runway 21 must be held until LAX departures are separated from the SMO departure areas.
  - Interactions between SMO and LAX also create complex ATC coordination. Three facilities are involved in the coordination of a SMO departure, as LAX ATCT, SMO ATCT, and SCT are all involved in the release process. If SMO procedures were deconflicted from LAX departures, verbal coordination between facilities could be minimized.

- **Recommendations**
  - The OST and SCT developed PBN procedures to and from SMO that would deconflict the flows from Runways 06L/R and 24L/R at LAX.

4.4.1.1 Runway 03 RNAV Approach Concept

- **Recommendations**
  - The OST developed an RNAV straight in approach to SMO Runway 03 as shown Figure 61.
  - The RNAV approach is designed to maintain vertical deconfliction from the LAX Runway 07 final approach course.
  - The courses of the RNAV approach to SMO Runway 03 and the Runway 06 approach to LAX will diverge by more than the minimum separation requirement of 15 degrees after crossing the LAX final.
Figure 61. Proposed SMO Runway 03 RNAV Approach

- Benefits
  - This approach enables greater independent operations.
  - A straight-in RNAV Runway 03 approach creates a previously unavailable option.
4.4.1.2 Runway 03 RNAV SID

- Recommendations
  - The OST modified the original EDDYO SID design that SCT had developed for Runway 03. Multiple transitions were added to mimic current traffic paths.
  - The proposed SMO Runway 03 SID procedure is shown in Figure 62.

Figure 62. Proposed SMO Runway 03 RNAV SID
4.4.1.3 Runway 21 RNAV Approach Concept

- Recommendations
  - The OST developed a straight-in RNAV approach to Runway 21, as shown in Figure 63.
  - The missed approach procedure will mimic the proposed RNAV SID off SMO Runway 21. RNAV criteria will be used to procedurally deconflict from LAX Runways 24L/R departures.

![Figure 63. Proposed SMO Runway 21 RNAV Approach](image)
4.4.1.4 Runway 21 RNAV SID

- **Recommendations**
  - The OST designed an RNAV SID with multiple transitions as shown in Figure 64 that is procedurally deconflicted from LAX Runways 24L/R departures.
  - The proposed SMO Runway 21 SID is procedurally deconflicted from LAX departures by approximately 3.25 miles, which meets minimum separation requirements.

![Figure 64. Proposed SMO Runway 03 RNAV Approach](image)

- **Benefits**
  - The deconfliction of the SMO and LAX procedures will result in reduced vectoring, improved fuel planning, reduced departure and arrival delays, and minimized interfacility coordination.
  - The new procedures will allow for simultaneous operations at both airports with the sole constraint being limitations to the 270 degree heading that is used for prop aircraft from LAX Runways 24L/R.
CAASD completed a study in 2009 estimating the delay impacts of SMO/LAX interactions\(^3\). This report details fuel and operating costs associated with delays at SMO and LAX interactions between LAX Runways 24L/R and SMO Runway 21. The delay estimates were recently updated to reflect current fuel costs. The updated delay savings due to deconflicted procedures are detailed below.

- **Analysis Assumptions**
  - Only jets will use the new SID
  - 96% of jet operations RNAV capable
  - 20 IFR jet departures per day
  - Average SMO IFR delay for release for jets: 5.4 min/departure
  - 2 LAX departures delayed for each SMO departure
  - First departure delayed 2-3 minutes
  - Second departure delayed 1-1.5 minutes
  - 60% of SMO IFR departures impact LAX departures

- **Annual cost savings associated with new SMO SID for fuel savings alone (not including other ADOC)**
  - LAX impact: $110,000 – $160,000
  - SMO impact: $100,000
  - Total: $210,000 – $260,000

### 4.4.2 T-Routes

- **Issues**
  - Facilities and stakeholders identified concerns with the current Victor route system within SCT airspace, specifically, that the existing routings limit throughput and conflict with high volume procedures.
  - The lack of flexibility inherent with legacy Victor airway design limits opportunities to take advantage of routings that could produce system benefits.

- **Recommendations**
  - As a result of specific requests through the outreach process, three T-Routes were designed by the OST.

---

4.4.2.1 V186 T-Route

- **Issues**
  - BUR and VNY departure traffic was identified as conflicting with V186 traffic, causing excessive vectoring and level-offs.

- **Recommendations**
  - An RNAV T-Route was developed to deconflict V186 traffic from BUR and VNY departures as shown in Figure 65. The T-Route was moved south of present day V186 to allow for this segregation.
  - This T-Route is 2.6 NM longer than the present day V186 from FIM to PURMS. Efficiency and safety enhancements realized by development of this T-Route justify the longer route, as the BUR and VNY area has been identified as an area experiencing high levels of Traffic Collision and Avoidance System (TCAS) resolution advisories.

![Figure 65. Current V186 and Proposed T-Route](image-url)
4.4.2.2 V66 T-Route

- Issues
  - SAN arrival traffic was identified conflicting with V66 traffic, causing excessive vectoring and level-offs.

- Recommendations
  - An RNAV T-Route was developed to deconflict V66 traffic from SAN arrivals, as shown in Figure 66. The T-Route was moved north of present day V66 to allow for this segregation.
  - This T-Route is 3.3 NM longer than the present day V66 route from MZB to IPL. Efficiency and safety enhancements realized by deconflicting this traffic from SAN LYNDI arrival flows justify the longer route.

![Figure 66. Current V66 and Proposed T-Route](image-url)
4.4.2.3 Los Angeles Basin to LAS T-Route

- **Issues**
  - Stakeholders expressed a desire for an RNAV T-Route to the LAS area rather than the currently assigned V394/V363/V442 routings.

- **Recommendations**
  - An RNAV T-Route was developed from POXKU to APLES (see Figure 67). This T-Route may conflict with ONT and LAX flows, which will require further evaluation before final implementation.
  - The proposed T-Route compared to the V363 and V394 routing saves 3.6 NM. This route as compared to the V442 routing saves 3.2 NM. Standardized routing will increase efficiency and provide a reliable RNAV route out of the Southern California area to LAS.
  - The Southern California D&I team should validate that this proposed T-Route would not conflicted with routings associated with the LAS Optimization Project.

![Figure 67. Current LAS Routing and Proposed T-Route](image-url)
4.4.3 RNP Approaches

One issue that stakeholders identified was that at many Southern California airports, there are long downwinds and runway transitions that require extra flying miles and unnecessary fuel loading. To help address this issue, the OST developed conceptual RNP AR approaches to runways at these identified airports for stabilized and efficient approach operations.

The RNP AR approach transitions are connected to the proposed RNAV STARs where available to ensure maximum efficiency, both laterally and vertically.

During the D&I process, additional RNP AR approaches may be considered for other runways or airports.

Although there are indeed many benefits to be realized using RNP AR approaches (i.e., optimum profiles, cost to carry, efficient flight paths in IFR conditions etc.), quantifying these benefits is very difficult and the OST opted not to calculate benefits that were not supported by accepted data.

4.4.3.1 RNP Approaches into LAX

The OST designed an RNP approach that seamlessly connects to the SYMON and KEACH STARs, which both have an altitude restriction of 7,000 feet at SMO (see Figure 68).

![Figure 68. RNP AR Approach to Runway 24R at LAX](image)
4.4.3.2 RNP Approaches into LGB

The OST designed an RNP Runway 30 approach with two approach transitions connecting to the QMARK and KEFFR STARs. Both approach transitions closely follow the historic flight paths into LGB (see Figure 69).

Figure 69. RNP AR Approach to Runway 30 at LGB
4.4.3.3 RNP Approaches into BUR

An RNP Runway 15 approach was designed with transitions connecting to the JANNY, CANYN, and PETIS STARs. Both approach transitions closely follow the historic flight paths into BUR (see Figure 70).

Figure 70. RNP AR Approach to Runway 15 at BUR
4.4.3.4 RNP Approaches into SAN

The OST designed an RNP Runway 27 approach with transitions connecting to the BAYVU and LYNDI STARs. Both approach transitions closely follow the historic flight paths into SAN (see Figure 71).

![Figure 71. RNP AR Approach to Runway 27 at SAN](image-url)
4.4.3.5 RNP Approaches into VNY

An RNP Runway 16R approach was designed with transitions connecting to the AALLL, JANNY, and the proposed East STARs. Both approach transitions closely follow the historic flight paths into VNY (see Figure 72).

![Figure 72. RNP AR Approach to Runway 16 at VNY](image)
4.4.3.6 RNP Approaches into UDD

Stakeholders requested that the OST analyze the possibility of designing RNP approaches into UDD. The terrain surrounding UDD adds challenges to the ability to design RNPs from each direction.

The OST was able to design two RNPs using historic flight paths as a basis for the lateral tracks to Runways 10 and 28 (see Figure 73).

Figure 73. RNP AR Approach to Runways 10 and 28 at UDD
4.4.3.7 RNP Approaches into TRM

Stakeholders requested the OST to analyze the possibility of designing RNP approaches into TRM. The terrain surrounding TRM adds challenges to the ability to design RNPs from each direction.

The OST was able to design two RNPs using historic flight paths as a basis for the lateral tracks to Runways 17 and 35 (see Figure 74).

Figure 74. RNP AR Approach to Runways 17 and 35 at TRM

4.5 Southern California OAPM Issues Not Addressed or Requiring Additional Input

The Southern California OST identified and characterized a range of problems and developed a number of conceptual solutions; however, some issues require additional coordination and input and could not be addressed within the time constraints of the OST process. These issues may be explored further during the D&I process. Other issues were simply beyond the scope of OAPM, and should be considered outside this process.
4.5.1 Issues for Consideration during Design and Implementation

There were issues identified that are designated for further consideration during the D&I phase of the Southern California OAPM process. These issues were identified and recorded and are summarized below:

- Conventional procedures may require development at various airports throughout the Southern California Metroplex to accommodate those aircraft that are not RNAV/RNP equipped.
- Certain airspace sectors and facility boundaries may need to be modified to incorporate the new PBN procedures. A list of those sectors identified can be found in Appendix B at the end of this document.
- Additional east flow transitions need to be added to the LAX VTU SID.
- The SNA IRVINE SID is currently a conventional procedure with long level segments in the vicinity of SXC. A PBN procedure should be designed for more repeatable and predictable flight tracks, thereby reducing level-offs.
- The ANAHM SID is currently a conventional procedure with unused transitions and inefficient vertical and lateral paths. A PBN procedure should be designed for more repeatable and predictable flight tracks.
- The facilities have requested that the CASTA SID be used without the current time restrictions. The CASTA and LOOP SIDs are unused between the hours of 2100-0700 local. More in-depth analysis will be required to make an accurate decision on the possibility of extended use.
- Holding patterns need to be developed in the D&I process.
- The OST recommends replacing the proposed FIXIT with an RNAV VTU SID. Further analysis will be required during the final design portion of the project.
- The PSP STARs (SBONO/CLOWD) are not completely tied into the RNP approaches. An ending altitude is required, but will need to be determined when actual procedures are in the final design stages.
- More work is required in determining where to implement RNP approaches at satellite airports.
  - Notional RNP approaches have been developed for facility consideration and are included in the TARGETS package.
- More work is required in determining where new or improved T-Routes are needed in SCT’s airspace.
  - Although the OST did make some T-Route proposals, these were specifically requested by facilities and stakeholders.
4.5.2 Issues Outside of the Scope of OAPM

Additional issues were identified that were beyond the scope of the Southern California OST and have been recorded for further consideration outside of the OAPM process. The out-of-scope issues identified and recorded are summarized below:

- RNAV visual approaches
  - RNAV visual approaches are generally created by an individual airline or group.
- PSP operations revert to ZLA overnight
  - Lack of radar coverage in the area makes this hard to achieve; however, with the implementation of Fusion the OST feels this could be considered in the future.
- Extended service volume (ESV) for ONT ILS
  - This is a conventional approach and steps to extend the ILS ESV lie with the Western Service Center.
- Reverse flows over GMN
  - Although it would be beneficial to reverse the arrival and departure flows over the GMN area, this project would involve four large facilities (SCT, ZLA, NCT, ZOA) requiring long term planning and extensive environmental work.
- Class B, Class C, TRSA
  - Airspace changes requiring rulemaking do not fit within the OAPM timeline.
- NTD airspace transfer
  - Facilitating this airspace transfer is outside of the OAPM scope.

4.5.3 Limits of Design Process

The limitations placed on proposed designs by criteria for PBN procedures were brought up as an issue by facilities, stakeholders, and OST team members. The primary issue encountered is that the criteria for PBN procedures are overly restrictive, particularly for high-performing aircraft in use throughout the NAS today.

One example of this criteria issue is the POGGI SID off SAN. The current POGGI cannot pass a criteria check without a speed restriction of 230 knots or less over JETTI and LOWMA. However, both facilities and stakeholders pointed out that this restriction is canceled by ATC for many, if not most, aircraft on the procedure, because it is unnecessary: aircraft can fly the procedure well without the restriction.

Changes in criteria are well beyond the scope of the OST and indeed the OAPM process altogether; however, these types of criteria issues limit the scope of the PBN solutions and likely guarantee some controller intervention on PBN procedures, thus negating some of the expected benefits of the PBN procedures.
5 Summary of Benefits

5.1 Qualitative Benefits

5.1.1 Near-Term Impacts

The benefits of the PBN procedures proposed by the OST include the following:

- **Reduced phraseology, frequency congestion, and pilot workload:**
  Reduced phraseology due to PBN will reduce the number of transmissions needed to accomplish required restrictions by combining multiple clearances into a single transmission. Prior studies have demonstrated transmission reductions on the order of 18% to 34% with 85% RNAV equipage,\(^4\) and the OST believes it is reasonable to expect a similar level of savings. Reduced transmissions will translate into less frequency congestion which could potentially reduce “hear back/read back” errors. In addition, the consolidation of clearances associated with an RNAV procedure reduces pilot workload, which allows for more “heads-up” time and allows the crew to focus on high-workload situations.

- **Repeatable, predictable flight paths and accurate fuel planning:**
  The introduction of PBN ensures lateral flight path accuracy. The predictable flight paths help assure procedurally deconflicted traffic flows and allow airlines to more accurately plan for a consistent flight path. It also allows users to more accurately predict the amount of fuel required for a procedure.

- **Enhanced lateral and vertical flight paths:** Optimized climbs and descents and shorter lateral paths reduce the number and length of level-offs and total distance flown, thereby reducing fuel burn and carbon emissions. Altitude windows can vertically separate traffic flows and allow for industry-standard glide paths.

5.1.2 Long-Term Impacts to Industry

Implementation of these proposed procedures will have long-term effects for industry.

- **Flight planning**
  OAPM proposed procedures will result in reduced mileage and fuel burn in the long-term, particularly as more metropoles are optimized. In the near-term, more direct paths that are not dependent on ground-based navigational aids, plus optimized flight profiles, will lead to reduced fuel burn only within an optimized metroplex. Reduced fuel loading will also allow for a reduction in cost to carry.

---

Timetable

Shortened, more efficient routes will necessitate timetable adjustments, particularly as more metroplexes are optimized. This will potentially benefit crew scheduling, connecting information, time on gates, ramp scheduling, etc.

5.2 Quantitative Benefits

The quantified benefits of the Southern California OST recommendations are broken down into annual fuel savings in dollars, annual fuel savings in gallons, and annual carbon emissions reductions in metric tons. The primary benefit drivers are reduced miles flown and improved vertical profiles. The Southern California OST found that current track data indicated aircraft were already flying efficient lateral paths, and therefore much of the benefits result from improved vertical profiles.

Table 32 breaks down the benefits for Southern California. These numbers were derived by comparing currently flown track miles, published procedure miles, and vertical profiles to proposed PBN procedure track miles and vertical profiles. First, it is fully expected that ATC will continue to offer shorter routings and remove climb restrictions, when feasible, further increasing operator benefits. The benefits analysis assumes aircraft will fly the specific lateral and vertical RNAV procedures.

Table 32. Total Annual Fuel Benefits Associated with Distance, Profile, and Filed Mile Changes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimated Annual Fuel Savings: SIDs and STARs (Dollars)</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Estimated Annual Fuel Savings: SIDs and STARs (Gallons)</td>
<td>3.36M</td>
<td>7.72M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated Annual Carbon Savings: SIDs and STARs (Metric Tons)</td>
<td>34K</td>
<td>77K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 33 breaks down the benefits for the RIIVR and SEAVU associated with creating LAX dual independent arrivals.

Table 33. Total Annual ADOC Benefits for Proposed RIIVR and SEAVU STARs

| Estimated Annual ADOC Savings: LAX Dual Independent Finals | $3.99M |

Table 34 breaks down the benefits of proposed procedures developed to mitigate the delays associated with the operational interactions between LAX and SMO airports.

Table 34. Total Annual Fuel Benefits Associated with LAX and SMO Interactions

| Estimated Annual Fuel Savings: SMO / LAX Interactions | $200K | $260K |

Table 35 breaks down the comprehensive benefits of all modeling done for the Southern California Metroplex.

Table 35. Total Annual Benefits

| Estimated Annual Savings: TOTAL | $14.13M | $26.93M |
### Appendix A  Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronyms</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAR</td>
<td>Airport Arrival Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADOC</td>
<td>Aircraft Direct Operating Cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>Authorization Required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARTCC</td>
<td>Air Route Traffic Control Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASPM</td>
<td>Airport Specific Performance Metrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATALAB</td>
<td>Air Traffic Airspace Lab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATC</td>
<td>Air Traffic Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATCT</td>
<td>Air Traffic Control Tower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BADA</td>
<td>Base of Aircraft Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAASD</td>
<td>Center for Advanced Aviation System Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEX</td>
<td>Categorical Exclusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTC</td>
<td>Cost to Carry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CY</td>
<td>Calendar Year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D&amp;I</td>
<td>Design and Implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEP</td>
<td>Depart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EA</td>
<td>Environmental Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIS</td>
<td>Environmental Impact Statement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EQ</td>
<td>Equipment/Frequency Fail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETMS</td>
<td>Enhanced Traffic Management System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUROCONTROL</td>
<td>European Organization for the Safety of Air Navigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAA</td>
<td>Federal Aviation Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAP</td>
<td>Instrument Approach Procedure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAS</td>
<td>Indicated Air Speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICAO</td>
<td>International Civil Aviation Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFR</td>
<td>Instrument Flight Rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iTRAEC</td>
<td>Integrated Terminal Research, Analysis, and Evaluation Capabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L/R</td>
<td>Left/Right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOA</td>
<td>Letter of Agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIT</td>
<td>Miles-in-Trail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSL</td>
<td>Mean Sea Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAS</td>
<td>National Airspace System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAT</td>
<td>National Analysis Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAVAID</td>
<td>Navigational Aid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronyms</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM</td>
<td>Nautical Mile/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOP</td>
<td>National Offload Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTML</td>
<td>National Traffic Management Log</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAPM</td>
<td>Optimization of Airspace and Procedure in the Metroplex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPD</td>
<td>Optimized Profile Descent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OST</td>
<td>OAPM Study Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBN</td>
<td>Performance Based Navigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDARS</td>
<td>Performance Data Analysis and Reporting System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRM</td>
<td>Precision Radar Monitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RITA</td>
<td>Research and Innovative Technology Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNAV</td>
<td>Area Navigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNP</td>
<td>Required Navigation Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROM</td>
<td>Rough Order of Magnitude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTCA</td>
<td>Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCT</td>
<td>Southern California TRACON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC</td>
<td>Specialized Expertise Cadre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SID</td>
<td>Standard Instrument Departure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOP</td>
<td>Standard Operating Procedure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRM</td>
<td>Safety Risk Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAR</td>
<td>Standard Terminal Arrival Route</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWAP</td>
<td>Severe Weather Avoidance Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAAM</td>
<td>Total Airport and Airspace Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TARGETS</td>
<td>Terminal Area Route Generation Evaluation and Traffic Simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCAS</td>
<td>Traffic Collision and Avoidance System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA</td>
<td>Traffic Management Advisor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMI</td>
<td>Traffic Management Initiatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRACON</td>
<td>Terminal Radar Approach Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMC</td>
<td>Visual Meteorological Conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOR</td>
<td>Very High Frequency Omnidirectional Range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WX</td>
<td>Weather</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZLA</td>
<td>Los Angeles Air Route Traffic Control Center</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# Appendix B  Sectors Needing Evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Airport</th>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>SCT Sectors Needing Evaluation</th>
<th>ZLA Sectors Needing Evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LAX</td>
<td>KARVR</td>
<td>MANHATTAN, NEWPORT</td>
<td>12, 21, 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LGB</td>
<td>NELLY</td>
<td>DEL REY area</td>
<td>4, 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LGB</td>
<td>SENIC</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>12, 21, 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNA</td>
<td>CHANL</td>
<td>DEL REY area</td>
<td>18, 21, 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUR</td>
<td>VNY9</td>
<td>BURBANK area</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONT</td>
<td>POM</td>
<td>ONTARIO area</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONT</td>
<td>PRADO</td>
<td>HEMET</td>
<td>12, 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAX</td>
<td>RIIVR</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>37, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAX</td>
<td>SEAVU</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>37, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAX</td>
<td>KEACH</td>
<td>ZUMA</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAX</td>
<td>BUFIE</td>
<td>COAST area</td>
<td>21, 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAX</td>
<td>MOOR</td>
<td>ZUMA</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAN</td>
<td>BAYVU</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>27, 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNA/LGB</td>
<td>QMARK</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>13, 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUR/VNY</td>
<td>JANNY</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>E10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUR</td>
<td>CANYN</td>
<td>BURBANK area, PT. MUGU</td>
<td>13, 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VNY</td>
<td>AALLL</td>
<td>BURBANK area, PT. MUGU</td>
<td>13, 14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Appendix C  PBN Toolbox

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample PBN Toolbox Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adding an arrival route</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adding a departure route</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extend departure routes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build in procedural separation between routes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduce route conflicts between airports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changing airspace to accommodate a new runway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adding a parallel arrival route (to a new runway)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Splitting a departure fix that serves more than one jet airway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased use of 3 NM separation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased use of terminal separation rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static realignment or reassignment of airspace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive realignment or reassignment of airspace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improving sector boundaries (sector split, boundary move, new area of specialization)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shifting aircraft routing (Avoiding re-routes, shorter routes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eliminating altitude restrictions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More efficient holding (design, usage and management)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adding surveillance coverage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adding en route access points or other waypoint changes (NRS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adding en route routes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduce restrictions due to Special Use Airspace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA initiatives</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>